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1 A hybrid organizational framework for Open Course Design
1.1

Introduction

There are a number of analogies between Open Courses and mature and well-established
online learning ecosystems, more precisely the Free / Libre Open Source Software
communities (FLOSS). Analogies include the organization of such open and informal
participatory learning ecosystems, the type of learning resources featured, associated learning
technologies, underlying pedagogies, learning opportunities and activities, the communities
and stakeholders participating in it, individual motivations to participate and the different
roles assumed by participants, or the added value of such open approaches. On the other hand
there are a number of traditional course design principles that should be retained and that
should form the base upon which Open Course design and delivery builds, such as
structuredness, guidance, or assignments. The Meta-design conceptual framework (Fischer
2007) and underlying Courses as Seeds process model (de Paula et al. 2001) are suitable tools
for Open Course design and the following suggested hybrid organizational framework for
Open Course Design draws on them (see also chapter 4).
1.2

Fundamentals of hybrid Open Course Design

Before starting with the actual design of the course and prior to designing the actual course
there are a number of aspects to be considered.
1.2.1 Start from traditional course design and be aware of the ‘core’
It is suggested that the structuredness of traditional course design might be maintained with
regard to clearly articulated learning objectives and outcomes, instructional materials, a set of
learning materials that would allow to master the course, assignments and practices, and
lectures or tutorials. Analogue to the FLOSS case this ‘basic’ course might be seen as a ‘core’
that should only be changed by the ‘core developer’, e.g. the course team. Such a core does
not only provide the level of structuredness participants likely require, but it also facilitates to
deal with less control and constant change.
1.2.2 Commitment to Openness & Inclusivity
Analogue to the FLOSS case a commitment to ‘openness’ (Schmidt & Surman 2007) or
‘inclusivity’ is a pre-requirement to any type of hybrid Open Course provision, with the
respective degree to vary within certain borders. Openness and inclusivity means that those
who want to join do not have to pass enrolment procedures or have to pass formal
performance assessments. Openness not only allows free access to everyone and inclusivity, it
also fosters transparent structures since the learning ecosystem is openly accessible, providing
access not only to learning resources, but also communications, discussions and interactions,
e.g. through forums, mailing lists or chats sessions. However, openness and inclusivity might
be limited within a number of ways. To assure assessment of formally enrolled students,
‘openness to change’ might be limited for the works that formally enrolled students engage at,
with inclusivity being perhaps limited with regards to guaranteed support provision through
educators being available for formally enrolled students only.

1.2.3 Accept an extended Group of Stakeholder to be involved
Hybrid Open Course scenarios potentially involve an extended number of stakeholders (see
also 1.2.3 & 2.2.3), such as (1) fellow students and educators, (2) ‘free learners’ learners
outside of formal education and (3) practitioners.
(1) For the case of fellow students and educators this might be the least problematic case,
given that both originate from traditional formal education.
(2) Free learners not formally enrolled at the course on the other hand might be a group that is
less common for traditional educational settings and might have different expectations and
motivations than their counterparts. Free learners might be only a consumer that like to view
what is going on at a course or engage in self-studying activities only. They might however be
active course participants and follow the overall course or some of its parts and enter or leave
at any moment.
(3) Practitioners are regular participants of a given online ecosystems and their communities
that might be involved within an Open Course scenario.
Each of those stakeholder groups might be carefully considered and how they might impact
the course or engage at it, or which type of co-operation and collaboration agreements might
be established.
1.2.4 Prepare for less Control and constant Change
The involvement and use of external spaces or communities within a given Open Course
might come at the price of giving up a certain degree of control or certainty. External
communities and spaces have their established structures, practices, rules or culture and
formally enrolled students that whish to engage at those would be required to behave in
accordance to those. External spaces might also relate to those ones established or maintained
by course participants themselves and brought into the course as a part of their active codesigner role, but analogue to the first case the ownership and control remains with those
course participants and not the course team. This must be considered within Open Course
design scenarios and core course components should preferably be kept within the control of
the course team.
1.2.5 Consider Co-operation & Collaboration Arrangements
Embedding external and well-established online ecosystems and their communities within
Open Course scenarios comes as well with advantages as potential drawbacks. Potential
drawbacks are a lower degree of control of those external spaces or a non-optimal use of
resources, be it of a human, technological or learning resource nature. For this reason it might
be considered to agree on certain types of collaboration and collaborations, as can be seen
within computer science education and open source communities, or at the very least to be
well aware about the way those ecosystems and their communities function and what the
potential risks are. The same holds valid for courses of fellow institutions that might form a
part of a given Open Course, though likely cooperation and collaboration options are more
predictable.

1.2.6 Consider Legal Aspects
Legal aspects might turn out to be a major challenge and could be of any nature, such as
licensing aspects, copyright, quality assurance, or formal degree and certification aspects.
1.3

Layers of hybrid Open Course Design

The review of FLOSS as a learning ecosystem, of similar cases in formal education and the
three application trials suggest that there are a number of layers to be considered within a
hybrid organizational framework for Open Course Design as following presented.
1.3.1 Content layer
The content layer includes course materials as it can be found in traditional education, such as
the more static instructional & learning resources, but also those artifacts created by course
participants, be it the things they produce, the resources they leverage into the course space or
the underlying discourse. The content layer therefore is closely linked to the learning and the
technical layer.
1.1 Static resources internally provided
Those are the resources that are typically provided within traditional course settings. They are
well designed and include clear learning objectives and pathways towards achieving those.
They can be as well of a theoretical academic or of a practical nature.
1.2 Static resources externally provided
This relates to the resources provided by external communities or other spaces. They might be
leveraged into the course space by any of the stakeholder groups, the educator, formally
enrolled students, practitioners or free learners outside of formal education.
1.3 Dynamic resources
Dynamic resources would typically consist of the collaborative production activities and
associated discourse, or the discourse associated to other study activities, such as debates or
collaborative inquiries.
1.3.2 Teaching / Lecturing layer
This layer refers to the actual lectures and also includes listen / understand or questions /
answers components, this is a fairly dynamic layer and in traditional class bases setting most
of this layer would not be preserved. Within a Open Course context the teaching / lecturing
layer must also consider the different types of stakeholders involved and roles those ones
assume that are related to support provision, such as:
2.1 Educator / Lecturer layer
This refers to the educator / lecturers as to be found in traditional classes and his/her role as
being the domain experts for theoretical academic aspects and the course at large.
2.2 Practitioner layer
Practitioners are regular participants / members of the outside spaces and communities that
are associated to a given Open Course. Practitioners might take on well-defined support roles
such as e.g. mentoring, or they provide support and assistance on a more fluid and ad-hoc

base. Practitioners likely would focus more on practical course elements and how theoretic
knowledge might be applied within a specific context or situation.
2.3 Peer layer
Peers could be either other students that are formally enrolled at a course, they could be
fellow students, or they might be free learners outside of formal education that engage within
the Open Course or associated spaces. The role of peers might be the same one than the role
of practitioners, however, very likely peers would engage as well at theoretic academic areas
as on the more practical ones and therefore might act as a bridge between the former and the
later.
1.3.3 Learning layer
The learning layer refers to all learning processes and associated activities. As for the
teaching / lecturing layer most of this layer would not be preserved within a traditional class
based setting.
3.1 Pedagogical layer
Considers the different pedagogical approaches suitable for Open Course scenarios, such as
self-directed learning, cooperative learning, problem, case, project and inquiry based learning
or reflective practice.
3.2 Assignment & Practice layer
This layer refers to the students’ works on their respective assignments, individually or as a
group, and is a relative dynamic one. The assignment & practice layer should draw on the
concept of learning projects and modularity to facilitate that artifacts created by students and
the underlying discourse become an integral part of the course that is embedded within a clear
contexts.
3.3 Studying (silent) layer
The studying layer might be described as a largely invisible and therefore silent layer.
Through collaborative activities such as questions and answers, reflections, or other dialogues
it could become however visible. Within an online context such discourse potentially can
become a valuable learning resource for others, as it is the case in FLOSS, in particular in the
case that such discourse relates to for example production activities or assignments. The
studying layer can be highly dynamic and perhaps is the least structured one.
3.4 Motivational layer
The motivation layer can either be of an extrinsic nature or of an intrinsic one. Extrinsic
motivations might relate to exams, assignments or evaluation, with intrinsic ones relating to
being interested in the subject, or enjoying participating at such an event for any other reason.
Extrinsic motivation therefore concerns rather formally enrolled students, with intrinsic
motivations addressing as well formally enrolled students as free learners outside of formal
education. Extrinsic and intrinsic motivational aspect might also be considered for
practitioners and could be very different than the ones of learners, or might also be identical.
1.3.4 Assessment layer
The assessment layer considers as well traditional and well-established assessment practices

as those ones that can be commonly found within online learning ecosystems. The assessment
layer might draw on the assignment & practice layer, or also the teaching / lecturing or the
social layer.
1.3.5 Social layer
The social layer refers to all aspects that are not directly aimed at studying the course subject.
Components of the social layer might be ‘off-topic’ socializing components, or co-design
aspects that relate to actively shaping and developing the Open Course ecosystem further.
1.3.6 Technological layer
From the technical perspective the organizational layer must consider as well the internal
course spaces and tools as the external ones. It should put forward requirements and
specifications on how to integrate and optimize the interplay amongst the former and the later.
Requirements and specifications should be derived upon the non-technical course layer.
6. 1 Internal technological layer
This relates to all technical aspects with regards to the internal course environment used,
tools, spaces, or also licensing aspects that could interfere
6. 2 External technological layer
This relates to all technical aspects with regards to the internal course environment used,
tools, spaces, or also licensing aspects that could interfere
1.3.7 Economic layer
From an economic perspective there are a number of layers that potentially should be
considered if looking at the field of Open Education at large. One of layers that are of direct
relevance for Open Course design is the financial economic layer.
7.1 Financial economic layer
The financial economic layer, at the very basic, is concerned with aspects on how to finance
Open Courses, potential additional cost involved in Open Course provision, sustainability
aspects, or also associated revenue models
1.3.8 SER layer
The SER (Seeding, Evolutionary growth, Re-seeding) layer (de Paula et al. 2001) is a Meta
layer that includes all of the layers above and is aimed at a continuous improvement of
processes and products. This starts with the initial seeding of the course, over its growth
during the lectured period, up to the reseeding phase at which the created knowledge,
structures and processes would be organized, formalized and generalized, before the circle
starts again. Within an optimal hybrid organizational framework for Open Course Design, the
SER process would be an integral so that by the end of a course a reseeding has been taking
already place, analogue to the FLOSS case where the individual production activities result in
the release of the next software version.
The following presented organizational guide to hybrid Open Course Design has been divided

into four different pillars:
•

‘Keep’

‘Keep’ refers to fundamentals of traditional course design that might be kept unless differing
evidence would become available that suggest other.
•

‘Change’

‘Change’ refers to pre-requirements identified throughout this work that must be established
within the course environment to create the basic conditions for any type of Open Course
scenario. ‘Change’ therefore presents an inside view on conditions that must be established
within the internal course space.
•

‘Integrate’

‘Integrate’ refers to external organizational aspects and how those might be integrated into the
overall course. ‘Integrate’ therefore present an outside view on how external spaces and
communities might be integrated within the course space.
•

‘Consider’

‘Consider’ refers to aspects that provide a potential benefit within Open Course scenarios, but
for which no clear evidence could be provided on how to actually implement those aspects, or
aspects that might come at the risk of giving up a notable level of control.
The classification by ‘Keep’, ‘Change’, ‘Integrate’ and ‘Consider’ aims at allowing educators
to
clearly
understand
and
distinguish
between
necessary
pre-conditions,
‘Keep’-‘Change’-‘Integrate’, for Open Course design, or desirable elements for which no
clear information and evidence could be provided on how to establish those conditions and to
assure their functioning in practice.

1.4

An organizational guide to hybrid Open Course Design

Aim

Description

Nature

References

1. Content layer
Provide a modular structure and Content is important, but content alone does not lead to Change /
Brown & Duguid, 1991, Giuri
task focus, where the focus is interactions, collaborations or discourse. Make sure that Implement et al. 2004, Mockus et al. 2002,
less on content, but on activities. activities, such as assignments or project works, are provided
Scacchi 2002, Stürmer 2005
alongside the content.
1.1 Static resources internally provided
Provide a clear course structure, Draw on the well-established traditional educational principles Keep
with
well-defined
learning and provide learner with a clear course structure that details the
outcomes and course description. various course components to be studied, the learning outcomes
to be achieved, assignments and practice works, or timeframe.

Andreas
2002,
Dean
&
Leinonen, 2004, Fischer 2007

Provide a core course, including
a set of learning resources that
would allow to study the course
without further input.

Tuomi 2005

Keep the 'core' - the core course should provide all relevant Keep
materials and resources required to take the course. A greater
range of content can enhance the course at a later point, but the
core course might not be affected through this.
1.2 Static resources externally provided

Make use and embed external Those ones might be leveraged into the course space by any of Implement Glott et al. 2007, Weller &
learning resources.
the stakeholders involved, and also consist of the artifacts created
Meiszner 2008
by participants.
Consider quality assurance mechanisms that involve the different Consider
stakeholders e.g. through rating and commenting systems.
1.3 Dynamic resources

Make use of artifacts produced Artifacts and underlying discussions should be relatable to the Change /
Brown & Duguid 1991, de
by participants or discourse static resources or assignments, so that they are embedded within Implement Paula et al. 2001, Fischer 1998,
associated to it.
a context.
Glott et al. 2007, Hemetsberger
& Reinhardt 2006, Weller &
Meiszner 2008
Explain to participants that the knowledge of the course should Change /
Fischer 1991, Hemetsberger
emerge as a result of the interaction between the different Implement 2006;
Hemetsberger
&
participant groups and their peers should be able 11to benefit
Reinhardt 2006
from what has been done, the artifacts created or things
experienced. Participants should be well aware about this to
understand why they are supposed to make their works publicly
available and to provide supportive information on those.
Rating, commenting and tagging mechanisms might be Consider
implemented to facilitate re-use and to highlight good cases or
resources considered to be of use.
2. Teaching / Lecturing layer
Assure the availability of domain There will be always the need for an instructor; even if in a Keep
expertise.
differentiated role than traditionally provided. Therefore the
course team should provide clear guidance and domain expertise.

Dean & Leinonen,
Fischer 2007

2004,

Use the available knowledge of the various stakeholders. Sub- Implement Fischer and Scharff 1998,
level support perhaps could also be provided by practitioners or
Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
peers. As the CCK08 case shows, a large group of course
2004, Hemetsberger 2006,
participants might possess such a heterogeneous set of skills that
Scacchi 2002, Stürmer 2005
would allow providing such domain expertise too, therefore
supporting the core course team.
Establish mechanisms for rapid Be responsive to questions or problems and establish supportive Change /
Hemetsberger
double feedback loops.
spaces (e.g. Forums) and mechanisms (e.g. commenting Implement 2006

&

Reinhardt

functions).
Make sure that any type of support provided could be potentially Change /
Hemetsberger
re-used and remains available for others.
Implement Hemetsberger
2006
Consider support provision to non-formally enrolled students, Consider
questions of them might also be of relevance to your own
students.

&

2006;
Reinhardt

Fischer and Scharff 1998,
Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
2004, Hemetsberger 2006,
Scacchi 2002, Stürmer 2005

2.1 Educator / Lecturer layer
Provide lectures that cover the Make sure that lectures are open for all types of participants, as Change
fundamental and theoretical well in-class as online. If lectures are given in-class only then at
information.
the very least they should be made available for outside
participants and presented in a manner that allow for selfstudying.

Fischer and Scharff 1998,
Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
2004, Hemetsberger 2006,
Scacchi 2002

Provide clear guidance on Facilitate the entry of free learners and provide clear guidance on Change
participation for free learners not how they might participate. Make clear that free / open
formally enrolled at a course.
participation does has limitations regarding the time educators
could dedicate to free learners, but do avoid discriminating free
learners.

Fischer and Scharff 1998,
Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
2004, Hemetsberger 2006,
Scacchi 2002, Stürmer 2005

2.2 Practitioner layer

Identify and engage with
practitioners
and
provide
opportunities
for
their
participation
and
support
provision.

Participation of students and free learners within mature and Implement Ghosh et al., 2002, Lakhani and
well-established online ecosystems can be for the benefit of both:
von Hippel 2003
the practitioner side gains through the students / free learners
contributions meanwhile the learner side acquires skills that
might be difficult to obtain within traditional educational
settings. Therefore it is important to make practitioners aware
about this win / win situation and to seek agreements on strategic
co-operation.
Make sure that tacit knowledge can become visible and Implement Brown & Duguid 1991,
observable through the common practice of and interactions
Hemetsberger 2006, Scacchi
among competent practitioners.
2002, Scharff 2002, Turner et
al. 2006
2.3 Peer layer

Establish support mechanisms Be aware that the course team alone likely could not provide Consider
that would cater a potentially support and therefore peers should be engaged into support
large number of participants.
provision.

Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
2004, Lakhani & von Hippel
2003, Swap et al 2001

Experts, leader, old foxes and knowledgeable community Change /
Lakhani & von Hippel 2003,
member play an important role for support provision, as well as Implement Swap et al 2001
task assignment. Therefore situations should be created within
such an Open Course approaches at which more knowledgeable
members can commit to tasks.
Reward and foster information & Information and knowledge brokering activities not only foster Change /
Felder & Brent 2007, Lakhani
knowledge brokering.
interaction, but also allows both sides to learn – as well the Implement and von Hippel 2003, Swap et
provider as the recipient will benefit from this. Information and
al, 2001
knowledge brokering is also important to reduce the time
educators will need to invest to provide support themselves and
therefore might be a mean to allow coping with potentially very

large numbers of participants.

3. Learning layer
Establish mechanisms that make Learning is by nature a silent process, but can be made visible, Implement Glott et al. 2007, Hemetsberger
learning 'visible'.
e.g. through discourse, debates or collaborations.
& Reinhardt 2004, Weller &
Meiszner 2008

3.1 Pedagogical layer
Design the course in a way that The course must be suitable for self-studying, so free learners Change
is suitable for self-studying.
would be enabled to follow the course.

Fischer & Scharff 1998, Ghosh
& Glott 2005b, Hemetsberger &
Reinhardt 2006

Focus
on
project-based, Provide activities that enable participants to take on active roles, Change /
Duch, Groh, and Allen, 2001,
problem-based, case-based, and to become designer, contributor or collaborator. Let them work Implement Jonassen 1999, Krajcik et al.,
inquiry-based learning activities. on ill-structured or ill-defined problems, debate ideas, plan and
1994, Savery 2006
conduct their own experiments, etc. Modular design and task
focus further facilitate this.
Allow for collaborative learning. Provide activities that allow for collaborative construction Change /
Glott et al. 2007, Mockus et al.
process targeted at achieving an objective, e.g. solving problems Implement 2002, Scharff 2002, Stürmer
or creating something.
2005, Valverde 2006

Make sure
assignments
preserved in
for reflective
on action) .

that participants'
and projects are
a way that allows
practice (reflection

Domain orientation and support of human problem-domain Change /
Fischer & Scharff 1998, Harel
interaction is important, to establish a connection between people Implement and Papert 1991, Hemetsberger
and the domain specific problems that they face, such as the
& Reinhardt 2006
assignments or projects they are working on. The availability of
those assignments / projects, the surrounding discourse and the
availability of the ‘original designers’ provides task-relevant
information required for such a reflection.

Provide space for social learning. Allow for socialisation and informal learning that include Change /
Brown & Adler 2009, Gulati
opportunities and freedom to try things out, to adopt multiple Implement 2004
roles, to make use of prior knowledge, or to take risks and make
mistakes.
Provide participants with a real Let participants contribute to and engage at external well- Change /
Andres 2002, Duch, Groh, and
life experience through real established and mature online ecosystems and their communities. Implement Allen, 2001, Felder & Brent
interactions in the virtual world. This allows participants to gain as well subject matter skills as
2007, Gokhale 1995
key and soft skills such as an increased level of tolerance and
acceptance of other people's viewpoints.
3.2 Assignment & Practice layer
Provide opportunities to work, The work on assignments and projects should be organized in a Change /
individually or as a group, on way that the artifacts produced and underlying discourse is Implement
concrete assignments or projects. preserved as contextualized content “that makes sense to those
that did not participate in its creation” (Fischer 1998).

Brown & Duguid 1991, Fischer
1998, de Paula et al. 2001,
Hemetsberger
2006;
Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
2006

Produce incremental deliverables For the case of learning projects:
Change /
Scharff 2002
with fixed deadlines.
The projects have to be small and must be easily to fulfil within Implement
the given time and participants should be able to complete the
projects with a certain degree of study and scaffolding from the
educational material.
Every project should also have a strict deadline.
Establish a 'release early' culture and provide rewards for early
releases and frequent updates.
Explain participants at the beginning that they will be expected to
showcase and present their project and to make all outcomes
available (e.g. within the learning project directory).
Require participants to make the Enable others to see and understand what peers are doing, to re- Change /
outcomes of their work available use and to build on it by requiring participants to make the Implement
in a clearly structured form.
outcomes of their work available in a clearly structured form.
Establish structures that allow identifying how participants in
related circumstances have learnt, the resources they used, or
solutions they brought forward.

Fischer and
Hemetsberger
Hemetsberger
2006

Scharff
&

1998,
2006;
Reinhardt

Learning projects, modularity or directory / SVN structures could Consider
allow for preserving such outcomes in a structured manner and to
keep surrounding discourse within a context.

Brown & Duguid 1991,
Mockus et al. 2002, Scacchi
2002, Stürmer 2005

Encourage participants to build In the case participants would select an existing project that was Consider
on or extend the outcomes started by earlier participants, they should build on it and clearly
produced by earlier cohorts of demonstrate their own achievements and what they have done.
participants.

Brown & Duguid 1991, Fischer
1998, de Paula et al. 2001,
Hemetsberger
2006;
Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
2006

Provide examples and guides.

Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
2006, Scacchi 2002, Stürmer

Clearly show what participants are expected to do and how the Change /

outcomes might look like.
Allow for some 'freedom of
choice' so that participants would
be able to engage to a certain
degree in personal meaningful
activities.

Implement 2005

To allow participants to engage in personal meaningful activities Change /
a range of opportunities from which they could select should be Implement
provided, but make clear that participants are expected to commit
to a given project and carry the responsibility for it.

Brown & Adler 2009, Ghosh et
al. 2002, Ghosh et al., 2004,
Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
2006

3.3 Studying (silent) layer
Promote discourse and debates.

Make tacit knowledge explicit and therefore visible and stimulate Change /
Brown & Duguid 1991, de
collaborative works on assignments and projects to foster Implement Paula et al. 2001, Hemetsberger
discourse and debates around those.
2006, Norman 1993

Organize online 'meet-ups' for Such meet-ups might be of a more informal nature to allow Change /
Dean & Leinonen
reflection on lectures or practice participants to express themselves within an environment that is Implement Scacchi 2002
works.
not marked by a formal assessment culture, but by interest and
curiosity.

2004,

3.4 Motivational layer
Promote a culture of learning, Encourage tinkering, exploring, trial and error, and inquiry. Change /
Brown & Adler 2009, Gulati
but not on a culture driven by Establish a ‘release early culture’ to enable participants seeing Implement 2004
accreditation and assessment.
what their peers are doing and to provide a base around which
dialogue could emerge. Assessment is an important element for
formally enrolled students, but it might conflict with a culture of
learning and therefore should not be on the forefront.

Extrinsic (formally enrolled students)
Use students evaluation as a Ex-ante ‘evaluation’ is a strong motivational factor for formally Change
means of motivation and make enrolled students to participate and become active, meanwhile
contributions mandatory!!!
ex-post ‘the learning experience and outcome’ seems to be of a
high value. For this reason a right balance must be established
between voluntary and mandatory participation. For formally
enrolled students the submission of concrete outcomes, such as
work on assignments and projects, should be an element of their
overall evaluation, with clearly outlined and defined dates on
what they are expected to 'deliver'.

Dean & Leinonen 2004

Provide incentives for a 'higher Consider incentives such as MVC (Most Valuable Contributor), Change /
Ghosh et al. 2002, Ghosh et al.
than required' participation and which also would confront in a second level the problem of the Implement 2005, Jensen and Scacchi 2007,
value overachievement.
lurkers. Honour active participation and allow participants to
Sowe 2007
build up an online repute; ‘star point system’ or similar means
could be used for this.
Intrinsic (all types of learner)
Allow for engagement
personal meaningful tasks.

in Provide participants with a range of opportunities to engage at. Change /
Fischer and Scharff 1998,
On the subject matter level this might be the opportunity to select Implement Scharff 2002, Turner, et al.
from a range of assignments or projects. From the course
2006
perspective participants must be enabled to actively 'shape' the
course space, to take on ownership and to contribute to it.
4 Assessment layer

Adapt assessment to the changed The artifacts created by participants and underlying discourse Consider
situation.
might be considered for students’ evaluation. Within such a Open
Course environment 'learning processes' can become 'visible' and
therefore students' evaluation might draw on how students have
progressed throughout the course and what they have learnt
(gradual evaluation) instead of evaluating them at one given
moment only.
Consider
new
assessment.

form

of A peer-assessment cycle might be initialized, where every group Consider
(or individual) reviews and comments on the work of the others,
e.g. completed assignments or projects. Peer assessment might
take place at given moments, e.g. the presentation of a completed
assignment or project, or it might be alongside the course, such
as feedback received for support provision or active design
achievements.
5. Social layer

Provide space for socializing & Make sure that the course environment includes some socialising Change /
Crowston & Howison 2004,
interactions.
spaces and provides for opportunities to get together.
Implement Gosh et al 2005, Valverde 2006,
Weiss & Moroiu 2007
Encourage active co-design of Provide adequate means that facilitate active involvement in the Change /
Fischer 2007, Scacchi 2002
the Open Course Ecosystem.
course design process. The use of ‘roadmaps’ and ‘whish lists’ Implement
would be reasonable approaches so participants clearly know on
how and where to contribute.
6. Technological layer
Design 'simple' and grow from Start with a basic set of tools that are known to work out, and Change /
Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
there.
grow from there. More technologies or sophisticated systems can Implement 2004, Meiszner 2007
still be added upon the base of clearly identified user needs.

Design for 'flexibility' & 'rapid Make sure that all technologies allow for quick modifications Change /
adaption', use open source and rapid exchange through the course team or participants in Implement
solutions or freely available accordance to identified needs.
online tools, services or spaces,
or make sure that for-paid
proprietary solutions offer the
same possibilities and do not
come at additional cost.

Fischer
2007,
GonzálezBarahona
et
al.
2005a,
González-Barahona et al.2005b,
Kahn 2001, Meiszner 2007

Design 'open'!!!

Fischer and Scharff 1998,
Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
2004, Hemetsberger 2006,
Scacchi 2002, Stürmer 2005

The course environment must by any mean be truly open: At a Change /
minimum ‘open to read’ for core course elements, in general be Implement
‘open to write or contribute’ and when appropriate also ‘open to
modify’ the work of others.

Understand
the
difference To avoid that participants get lost and to keep control of the Change /
Tuomi 2005
between 'core' and 'non-core' ‘core’ a central course space should be provided that hosts the Implement
course elements and design in core course components, such as course outline, instructional
accordance.
materials, and an initial set of learning materials or assignments.
Non core elements might be either internally or externally
located.
Identify the 'core'!!!

Make sure that only those technological solutions become a part Change /
Tuomi 2005
of the core that are actually required and carefully consider Implement
implementing additional functionalities. The main purpose of the
core is to provide the initial course materials, meanwhile the
artifacts created by participants or leveraged into the course
space by them, as well as associated discourse, might well be
located outside of the core.

Provide tools that capture
discourse and provide means so
that
this
discourse
is
contextualized and relates to
assignments or practice works.

Forums, mailing lists or wikis could assist to establish a Change /
Brown & Duguid 1991, de
cooperative and interactive environment and to facilitate the Implement Paula et al. 2001, Glott et al.
knowledge exchange between participants.
2007,
Hemetsberger
&
Reinhardt 2004, Scacchi 2002,
Make use of learning project, directories and SVN type systems,
Weller & Meiszner 2008
or establish similar conditions, so that discourse and learning
resources could be referenced and linked to concrete works on
assignments / projects and therefore allows for contextualisation.

Be aware of the 'core course', but Make use of a ‘best of breed’ in the case the wider web provides Change /
Tuomi 2005
allow for 'best of breed' better technological solutions, practices, or in the case of already Implement
wherever possible.
established and mature communities for respective study fields.
Map and integrate the methodologies and tools used on the base
of well-established practice, instead of trying to set up a ‘parallel
universe’. Be aware of associated risks such as giving up control
and accepting a higher level of uncertainty. Make sure that the
‘core course’ remains functional within the inside space, even if
the outer one would become unavailable.
Allow free learners to follow Recorded lectures, online follow up sessions, or live lectures Change /
lectures.
might be considered to allow free learners to participate. A Implement
separation between inside and outside course should be avoided
and therefore the course preferably should be openly available in
its entirety.

Fischer and Scharff 1998,
Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
2004, Hemetsberger 2006,
Scacchi 2002

6. 1 Internal technological layer
Provide a central course space as The internal core course might draw on technical solutions Change
a ‘core’.
already in place, the main requirement is that all course elements
would be 'open to access'.

Fischer and Scharff 1998,
Hemetsberger & Reinhardt
2004, Hemetsberger 2006,
Scacchi 2002

6. 2 External technological layer
Enable participants to bring in Make use of a range of web 2.0 tools and spaces, both pre- Implement Fischer 2007, Glott et al. 2007,
their own spaces into the course. outlined and designed by the course team, as well as those ones
González-Barahona
et
al.
brought in by the participants.
2005a, González-Barahona et
al. 2005b, Hemetsberger 2006,
Iiyoshi and Vijay Kumar 2008,
Meiszner et al. 2008b, Scacchi
2002, Scharff, 2002, Weller et
al. 2008
In the simplest form tags could be used so that external courses Consider
spaces can potentially be found and would be associated to the
course.
A more integrated approach would be to link to those spaces Consider
within the respective learning projects and therefore being clearly
visible to others.
Automated processes might also be established so that external Consider
spaces would become visible within the internal course
environment.
Be aware of ownership.

In particular with regards to external spaces brought into the Consider
course by participants. The use of personal blogs for example
might be problematic since the ownership of this blog is with the
respective participant and therefore the possible re-use within
further course editions unclear.
7. Economic layer

7.1 Financial economic layer
Availability of external funding Open Courses can be designed and delivered even without Consider
is not a pre-requirement.
external funding, though perhaps at a smaller scale.
Be aware of the difference Design and delivery of hybrid Open Courses might come at an Consider
between 'additional cost' and additional cost, but is also could provide a higher value for
'value for money'.
students formally enrolled, such as acquiring an enhanced set of
skills, a more up to date and close to market needs course, or to
meet potential employers and to collaborate with them.
Be aware of potential new Consider the ‘Next generation university’ idea: exam-only + Consider
revenue models that could come external bodies for learning, or: ‘learning for free and assessment
along with hybrid Open Course and certification against fees’.
provision.
8. SER layer
Seeding
Seed the course and allow it to All course elements that do not interfere with the core might be Change /
Scacchi 2002, Scharff 2002,
be also shaped by the outside kept open to allow the wider world to shape and actively develop Implement Turner et al., 2006, Weller &
world.
the course. Act upon the maxim ‘the more the better’, but prevent
Meiszner 2008
and discourage a culture of consumption, and accept that lurkers
are likely the largest course group.
Encourage participants to self-organize their activities and within Change /
Fischer 1998,
their own spaces of choice, to act as domain experts, or to Implement Scharff 1998
become teachers to others.

Fischer

and

Enable participation of free learners outside of formal education Change /
Scacchi 2002, Scharff 2002,
by allowing them to follow the entirety of the course, including Implement Turner et al., 2006
instructional and core learning materials, or assignments.

Provide modular course structures to allow engagement at a Change
modular course level, yet still providing a required level of
structure and clear entrance and exit points.

Brown & Duguid, 1991, Giuri
et al. 2004, Mockus et al. 2002,
Scacchi 2002, Stürmer 2005

Provide ‘easy entrance points’ Consider establishing a market place for projects, so learners and Change /
Lakhani and von Hippel 2003
and win / win situations for practitioners could find each other.
Implement
practitioners to participate.
Evolutionary Growth
Allow for changes throughout Be adaptive to identified participants’ needs and also consider Change /
Fischer 1998,
the course duration if required. adapting the course accordingly during its use time.
Implement Scharff 1998

Fischer

and

Keep the course 'open' during its Allow for add-hoc participation, or jump on / jump off Change /
Lakhani & von Hippel 2003
run-time.
participation, but make clear that the course team would not Implement
provide support that is required as a result of late entry.
Re-seeding
Establish continuity
semester terms.

beyond Hybrid Open Course scenarios might attract a large number of Change /
participants with a heterogeneous set of skills and the cases of Implement
openEd Syllabus and CCK08 show that a community can be
established around a course. To assure however continuity and
community growth requires keeping participants within the
course environment beyond semester terms. Therefore it might
be considered to involve senior students that participated at the
course at an earlier stage and encourage them to take on
mentoring roles, or consider establishing cooperation agreements
with practitioners from outside communities that would remain
available for a number of course editions.

Brown & Duguid 1991, Bacon
& Dillon 2006, Schmidt 2007,
Schmidt & Surman 2007,
Staring 2005

2 Introduction to Open Courses
2.1

Introduction

The objective of this section is to provide a brief introduction into the nature of Open
Courses to allow for a better understanding on what Open Course design is about, and
what might be taken further into account.
2.2

The Nature of Open Courses

‘Open Courses’ appear to be mainly driven on an individual educators’ level, but not
be strategically addressed at the institutional level seem to experiment with a range of
different educational approaches, tend to promote different levels of openness,
incorporate different sets of free and open tools and learning resources, and – to a
varying degree – mix the formal with the informal; bringing together the different
stakeholders to be found at the web. What all of those attempts have in common
however is to experiment in a more unconventional way and with less traditional
educational restrictions with the opportunities the participatory web 2.0 provides.
2.2.1 Inside, Outside and Hybrid Perspectives
Open Course scenarios might be differentiated by a ‘inside’, ‘outside’ or hybrid
approach.
2.2.1.1 The inside Perspective
Within the inside approach some principles as also inherent within well-established
and mature online learning ecosystems, such as the FLOSS case, are applied within
the higher education context. The ‘Meta-design’ and ‘Courses as Seeds’ process
model (Fischer 2007) is one example for a structured attempt of the inside approach
aimed at supporting self-directed learners within virtual learning communities by
creating socio-technical environments that support new forms of collaborative design.
Fischer talks of users creating socio-technical environments and has a continuum of
participation ranging from passive consumer to Meta-designer. Key stakeholders
within the ‘inside approach’ are formally enrolled students and the educator, with
practitioners assuming no real importance and free learners outside of formal
education or fellow students institutions being at the very least allowed to observe.
This is to say that the general public is at the minimum allowed to view what is going
on within the environment, but might also be allowed to participate and engage at this
environment, in the case doing so, this likely would be a first step towards a hybrid
approach. Depending on the degree of openness, e.g. open to view, open to consume,
open to participate, open to change, the outside world remains largely or totally
disconnected from the inside one, the course ‘community’. An inside approach that
would only allow outsiders to view, but not to participate, therefore would limit the
opportunities to establish a course ‘community’ and ‘evolutionary growth’, since a
given course could only draw the own student population, that has (a) a 100% student
turnover per semester / course and (b) a comparatively small number of potential
community member (formally enrolled students of a course). Within such an inside
attempt the educator retains a 100% of control about organizational structures and
processes, or even access rights. For this reason the inside approach might be

relatively moderate to implement since the technology should be already in place at
most higher education institutions, or available at low or no cost. On the down side
this approach still would keep the students of the institution within this learning
environment preventing their semi-structured engagement and collaboration within
the wider web. It would also limit the opportunities of ‘best of breed’, as the wider
web might provide better technological solutions, practices, or already established and
mature communities for respective study fields.
2.2.1.2 The outside Perspective
Within the ‘outside approach’ institutions would send out their students into already
well-established and mature learning ecosystems to engage at and collaborate within
those communities on pre-defined tasks. In contrast to the inside approach, the outside
approach takes traditional education as the starting point by providing theoretical
information ‘in-class’ and then sends the students ‘outside’ to find well-established
communities, such as the FLOSS ones or Wikipedia, to work within those
communities and to apply and deepen their theoretical knowledge. Main stakeholders
of the outside approach are therefore formally enrolled students, the educator and
practitioners, with ‘free learners’ being present within the outside world, but not
integrated within the inside course. Own students are provided with an initial
academic background and then required to choose and engage within well-established
and mature online learning ecosystems. This clearly has benefits as it gives students
real experience of collaborating with practitioners and to gain real life practical
experience of collaboration, an authentic learning experience and allows them to
acquire an enhanced set of skills than they would have acquired in traditional class
settings. The outside approach can be realized whenever there is an external, ‘real’
community that is operating on FLOSS type principles, with openness being the main
criteria that must be met. The outside approach might be the least complex and almost
cost neutral; and therefore relatively easy to implement. One of the drawbacks of the
outside approach however is that the results of students’ collaborative learning and
knowledge production remain within those outside ecosystems and therefore are very
likely lost for future students, or at least not conveniently to detect. The outside
approach therefore does not provide next year’s students (newbies) with an easy
access as not only the prior knowledge created by the students, but also the students
themselves would be absent at future course editions. The use of external spaces and
communities comes also at the price of giving up control and certainty, an aspect for
which one needs to be prepared and to be taken into account.
2.2.1.3 The hybrid Perspective
A hybrid approach to Open Course design is aimed at connecting the ‘inside’ and the
‘outside’ ‘course worlds’ in a structured way and is close to the concept of ‘open
participatory learning ecosystems’ as outlined by Brown & Adler (2009). Within the
hybrid approach some of the principles of well-established and mature online learning
ecosystems are adopted within the inner course, such as collaboration, use of
technologies, peer production. People learn by doing, for example by remixing or remashing content that is viewed by others. However these activities occur in a broader

ecosystem that is open for everyone and that aims to integrate the ‘outer world’ in a
more structured manner within the overall course. Stakeholders of a hybrid approach
consist consequently off all stakeholder groups: own students and the course team,
free learners outside of formal education, practitioners and perhaps also fellow
students and educators. Hybrid Open Courses might make use of a number of
environments, spaces and communities where students could engage at in a semistructured way and where guidance and support is provided through the use of
technologies (e.g. RSS, suggested contents, etc.) and the use of the human factor (e.g.
knowledge brokers, community support, etc.). For hybrid Open Courses to succeed it
is important that the interest of both sides mach, as well as the willingness to accept
and draw on established best practices. Therefore it is required to map and integrate
the methodologies and tools used by drawing on well established practice, instead of
formal education trying to set up a “parallel universe” itself. In the open source case
and computer science education for example this very likely would imply that a
hybrid Open Course design needs to incorporate established practices, methodologies
and tools of the respective open source project, instead of setting up a parallel system.
This did not imply that those open source projects would dictate formal education on
how to design their courses, but rather that one should build upon best practice.
Hybrid Open Course further aim for continuity, connectedness, transactive group
memories or re-use and re-seeding, which implies the need to grow such hybrid
educational spaces by connecting the various stakeholder groups and therefore to
gradually achieve that a “critical mass builds on-line”. “Being like the community”
however is a novel way of working for teachers and therefore very likely requires as
well a paradigm shift on how one sees formal education. The current semester based
approach is almost per-se preventing formal education to fully draw on the
‘community concept’ and therefore new means would need to be established. The case
of the CCK08 (see chapter 3) course has shown however that such hybrid scenarios
can work out, with the details on a more strategic collaboration with well-established
online communities, such as the FLOSS one, being a matter of reaching consensus.
The drawback of the hybrid approach therefore is that it requires the most drastic
overhaul of higher educational practices and relatively complex to implement.
Nonetheless, taking traditional education and the inside approach as a starting base
and to ‘grow the course’ from there and look for collaboration scenarios and reach an
agreement with the ‘outer world’ might be a reasonable approach as it allows for a
gradual movement to establish such open and participatory learning ecosystems.
2.2.2 Seeding, evolutionary Growth and Re-Seeding
The Courses as Seeds model introduces the concept of ‘seeding’, ‘growing’ and ‘reseeding’ courses and where the ‘re-seeding’ would allow for:
1. Providing continuity and evolutionary growth of learning resources, spaces
and tools, communities involved (internal and / or external ones) over time
and to establish a transactive group memory.
2. Keeping learning resources (initial ones as well as those leveraged into the
course by the students), artifacts created by students and underlying discourse
within a context and structure that would allow future cohorts of students to
re-experience, build on them and to improve what others did.

3. To easily organize, formalize and generalize the created knowledge, including
structures and processes within the ‘re-seeding’ phase.
The FLOSS case shows how favourable conditions can be created through
organizational frameworks that focus on the production activities and where
individual production activities and discourse are interrelated, on which the former
draws on the later and vice versa, and where all of this becomes part of a sum. The
FLOSS case also shows the role of modularity or the use of forges or directories to
facilitate such development and collaboration activities. Therefore a focus on
production activities and the related organizational frameworks as to be found in
FLOSS might facilitate establishing similar conditions within Open Course scenarios.
2.2.2.1 The concept of Learning Projects, Directories and SVN type Systems
The concept of learning projects, directories and SVN-type systems follows the
FLOSS concept with its focus on the production activities and where individual
production activities and discourse are interrelated. A FLOSS product commonly
consists of the ‘core product’ that can be relatively easy enhanced by modules,
sometimes also known as extensions or add-ons. Since developing a module is far less
complex and demanding than developing entire FLOSS systems it enables
participants with fewer skills, or fewer time, to participate at a lower entry burden
(Mockus et al. 2002, Stürmer 2005). ‘Modularity’ plays not only an important role to
reduce complexity or to lower the entrance burden, but additionally helps to provide a
certain structure, to conveniently identify what one is looking for, or to find prior
discourse that e.g. relates to a single module, be it through individual’s own search
actions be it by being pointed to those sources by other community members. Much
of the ongoing discourse in FLOSS clearly relates to e.g. ‘a product to be developed’,
‘a task to be fulfilled’, or ‘a solution to be found for a problem’, with all of those
interactions being embedded within the respective FLOSS ecosystem and being kept
in a context due to a combination of technological solutions in place and individuals
acting as knowledge and information broker.
Applying the concept of learning projects, directories and SVN-type systems
therefore might serve as a bridge, analogue to the FLOSS case, between the
instructional and learning resources provided by the course team (‘static’ content) on
the one hand and assignments, discourse and artifacts created by the students on the
other hand. Such an approach does not aim to provide the learner with a finished set
of expert developed ‘static’ content to be consumed only, but instead expects the
learner to actively embed the artifacts they create within the course environment and
to link to external sources and spaces involved.
Results obtained from the ISE course at the Aristotle University (see chapter 3),
suggest that students indeed would value the availability of such resources and believe
that those would help them as they could clearly see what other students have done,
how they have mastered their work, entrance strategies used into the external
environments, or type of problems encountered and how they were overcome. As a
matter of fact: The students responses indicate that the ‘online concept’ of learning
projects, directories and SVN-type systems corresponds with the ‘offline practice’ of
students’ passing on all type of information of ‘the things they have done’ from one

semester to another. The use of directories could further allow to easily spot the works
of other students, and that such approaches might even serve as a market place at
which internal course participants and external communities could come together,
which in the case of computer science education and open source project means that
open source projects could provide information on mentorship possibilities. With
reference to the second ‘Courses as Seeds’ objective (de Paula et al. 2001) the
introduced concept therefore could allow to
•

Keep learning resources (initial ones as well as those leveraged into the
course by the students), artifacts created by students and underlying discourse
within a context and structure that would allow future cohorts of students to
re-experience, build on and improve what others did

•

An easy ‘re-seeding’ and to organize, formalize and generalize the
created knowledge, including structures and processes

This is to say that it could not be shown that the introduced concept would allow for a
re-seeding without requiring the course team to manually ‘organize, formalize and
generalize’ the knowledge created by the participants.
2.2.3 Potential Stakeholders
Open Course scenarios involve an extended set of stakeholders than
traditional courses and not only consist of the educator or students
formally enrolled, but also include practitioners, free learners outside
of formal education, or fellow educators and students. Within Open
Courses students formally enrolled work together with practitioners
and free learners outside of formal education or fellow students, be it
within the course environment, be it at well-established external
communities, be it at spaces that were jointly created around the
course, or any hybrid form in between. This is a fundamental
difference to traditional closed course scenarios. The type of
stakeholders and their degree of association depends on the type of
application scenario, with the inside one mostly involving free
learners, the outside one mainly concerning practitioners, and the
hybrid one considering both of the sides and aims at a more strategic
integration.
Within the inside approach the main stakeholder groups consist of formally enrolled
students and educators, with further stakeholders perhaps residing of the peripherals
depending on the type of openness granted to the outside world. Two distinct groups
characterize the outside approach: The first group consists of formally enrolled
students and educators on the one hand throughout the lectures and related activities
carried out within the institution. The second distinct group consists of all type of
stakeholders students would engage with during their activities within the ‘outer
world’, notably practitioners. Within a hybrid scenario however the inside as well as
the outside groups would potentially come together and interact in a semi-structured
way.
Unlike in traditional educational settings, Open Course scenarios, and in particular the
hybrid one, feature two ‘new’ stakeholder groups: ‘free learners’ and ‘practitioners’.

‘Free learners’ are learners outside of formal education that participate with the
intentional objective to learn. This group is (1) a consumer at the inside approach, in
the ideal case might be allowed to participate, (2) might be active at the outside
approach but not connected in a structured way to formally enrolled students or the
underlying course and (3) will be active at the hybrid approach and connected to
formally enrolled students in an at least semi-structured way. Strictly speaking, ‘free
learners’ or ‘practitioners’ might also consist of fellow students (formally enrolled at
another institution or formally enrolled at the same institution, but not the same
course) or might also include fellow educators. McMartin (Iiyoshi, T and Vijay
Kumar M. S. 2008, page 143) states that “Designers of open educational content and
sites assume [that] there are three categories of users: faculty members, students
formally enrolled in higher education, and more informal learners—for example, the
curious or those who are unable to participate in formal education for whatever
reason.” What McMartin coins the ‘Informal learner’ corresponds well to the ‘free
learner’ group, which might be indeed an informal learner only, but might also well be
someone who follows an entire course without formal enrolment.
A fourth group that might be considered within open educational scenarios, in
particular within the outside or hybrid approach, are ‘practitioners’. ‘Practitioners’ can
be found at the outside and hybrid approach and are the regular participants of a given
community (e.g. a FLOSS community, Wikipedia, or other virtual communities).
Practitioners and free learners might be the very same person, but still taking on the
one or other role depending on their motivation to participate and activities carried
out.
With regards to the hybrid approach to Open Course design the following aspects
should be considered:
•

Organizational structures of hybrid Open Courses should draw on
established best practice, including tools and spaces used. Hybrid Open
Course ecosystems should be designed in accordance.

•

Win / win situations must exist or need to be established to provide the
right motivations and incentives for the different stakeholders to participate,
e.g. practitioners that are motivated by the students’ contributions from which
they could gain.

2.2.4 Motivations & Gains
Motivational aspects for participation in hybrid Open Course scenarios might be
either of an extrinsic or intrinsic nature. Extrinsic motivation rather concerns formally
enrolled students, with intrinsic motivations addressing as well formally enrolled
students as free learners outside of formal education. Extrinsic and intrinsic
motivational aspect might also be considered for practitioners and could be very
different than the ones of learners, or might also be identical.
Formally enrolled students
For formally enrolled students motivations might relate to exams, assignments or
evaluation. Ex-ante ‘evaluation’ is a strong motivational factor for formally enrolled
students to participate and become active, meanwhile ex-post ‘the learning experience

and outcome’ seems to be of a high value. For this reason a right balance must be
established between voluntary and mandatory participation. For formally enrolled
students the submission of concrete outcomes, such as work on assignments and
projects, should be an element of their overall evaluation, with clearly outlined and
defined dates on what they are expected to 'deliver'.
Free learners
With reference to motivational aspects why free learners might participate at such a
learning exercise the basic motivation seems to be ‘personal interest at the subject
area’. In addition to this there must be the opportunity ‘to gain something’ and that
this ‘gain’ must be visible; therefore adding a value to their CV. Such gains might be
provided through visualizing the learning outcomes of participants within such an
Open Course scenario and that might include a number of parameters that feature
learning outcomes and allow others to assess what has been learned. Individual
performances and commitment, artifacts created, or review of peers and crediting
good contributions might be possible elements of such a portfolio. However, such
outcomes should be generally accepted by for example potential employer, as it is the
case within FLOSS. Participants of FLOSS communities are aware that the skills they
learn have a positive value on the labour market and are able to judge this value
realistically. Precondition for competing with others that have a comparable formal
degree is that informally attained skills in the FLOSS community must be provable
(Glott et al. 2007). Peer-reviewing and recognition within the community is very
important in this regard to build up a repute that can be shown to possible employers.
Therefore similar opportunities, as well for students as for free learners, might be
suitable incentives within Open Course scenarios. From a more traditional
perspective, one gain might be to allow free learners outside of formal education to
obtain some type of formal certificate issued through an educational institution.
Formally enrolled students & free learners
The opportunity to produce something that participants see as their own work and can
showcase to others is also a motivational factor. Participant should be enabled to
actively shape their own learning space, so it would match their expectations and they
see it as 'their' own product. This is well in line with the Meta-design concept (Fischer
2007) that suggests that students must be brought in early in the design process and
that the students otherwise might felt misused.
Educators & Practitioners
Hybrid Open Course approaches also should provide a win / win solutions for both of
the sides involved – the formal educational side as well as the virtual community. For
the case of Open Source and computer science education it had been detailed that the
interest of both sides must mach, as well as the willingness to accept and draw on
established best practices.
2.2.5 Semester based Concepts vs. the learning Community Idea
Semester based concepts conflict almost per-se with the community idea, which
usually requires continuity. Therefore alternative means would be required that go
beyond the current semester approach with fixed start and end dates and the resulting

100% community turnover. This might be achieved through the involvement of
external communities, e.g. by building on the experiences of Aristotle University
(chapter 3), and establish cross-over scenarios between courses on the one side and
associated virtual communities on the other side. It might also be achieved by
bringing together different learner groups, including as well fellow university students
as free learners outside of formal education, therefore building on the experiences of
the CCK08 case (chapter 3). Involving students from earlier course editions that
provide some type of mentoring and support might also be a suitable approach. Or,
and in particular suitable within a hybrid approach that features a lager set of
stakeholders, it might be a mix all of this, involving formal as well as informal learner
groups, and practitioners from the associated communities or spaces.
2.2.6 A financial Perspective
Open Course approaches, internal, external or hybrid ones, do not imperatively
depend on the availability of additional funding. There are however limitations with
regard to educators’ support that could be provided to non-formally enrolled students.
The case of CCK08 (chapter 3) has shown however that a significant additional time
effort and commitment through the course team might be required to cater and guide a
large number of course participants and that support provision might be limited to
formally enrolled students only. This suggests that hybrid Open Course design might
come at the same cost than any traditional course design, but that a hybrid Course
Delivery that provides the same type of support to all types of participants would
come at a higher price and therefore requires either additional revenues or funding, or
organizational models at which the burden of providing support is shared and that
allow for a high degree of re-experience and transactive group memory.

2.3

Comparative Overview: Inside, Outside and Hybrid approach
Open Educational Scenarios: Inside, Outside & Hybrid
Inside

Outside

Hybrid

Open Learning Environment / Ecosystem
HE institutional X
virtual spaces
Outside virtual
community
space(s)

X
X

X

Interactions
F2F on campus

X - of 1 institution

X - of 1 institution

X - of various participating institutions

Virtual

X

X

X

Learning
groups

user

X - self organized learning groups, analogue to
e.g. Linux User Groups that meet F2F

Level of Openness
Static Content

Educator/Student can edit / Free Educator/Student & practitioner can Educator/Student, Free learner & practitioner
learner can view, might even view & edit
can view & edit
allow outsiders to participate to
some degree

Dynamic content Educator/Student can edit / Free Educator/Student & practitioner can Educator/Student, Free learner & practitioner
(e.g. discourse) learner might view, might even view & edit
can view & edit
allow outsiders to participate to
some degree

Participation

Educator/Student can edit / Free Educator/Student & practitioner can Educator/Student, Free learner & practitioner
learner likely not, but might even participate
can participate
allow outsiders to participate to
some degree

Characteristics
User generated Educator/Student - rather small Educator/Student & practitioner - Educator/Student, Free learner & practitioner content
scale – except if allowing potentially large scale
potentially very large scale
outsiders to participate
Peer production

Contribution
the process

Educator/Student - rather small Educator/Student & practitioner - Educator/Student, Free learner & practitioner peer group – except if allowing potentially larger peer groups and / or potentially high number of peer groups and
outsiders to participate
higher number of groups
break down in sub-groups working on particular
subjects / projects. Sub-groups might consist of
formally enrolled students only, or mixed groups

to Educator/Student - rather limited Educator/Student & practitioners but very structured
though the later might assume a
dominating role as the student has a
fixed entrance and exit date and
therefore might be seen rather as a
"Newbie"

Educator/Student, free learner & practitioners though again once "invading" the outside space
of established communities (e.g. Wikipedia)
practitioners might assume a dominating role

Greater sharing Educator/Student - rather limited Educator/Student & practitioner - Educator/Student, Free learner & practitioner of knowledge
– except if allowing outsiders to potentially large scale
potentially very large scale
participate
Connection
content
discourse

of Only if earlier and future students
& are involved in current students'
activities - e.g. Earlier students as
mentors, future students as lurker

Yes, though based at the web and
therefore might be disconnected for
future students, or at least requires
them to figure out the connection
themselves. Earlier and future

Very likely since this scenario involves as well
formally enrolled students, from various
institutions, as free learners outside of formal
education and practitioner. Students from
different institutions will also have different start

students might be involved in current
students' activities to allow a
connection - e.g. Earlier students as
mentors, future students as lurker.
Students are only "guests" at the
outside space and therefore the space
is not shaped for their needs

and end times that could help to assure an
equilibrated ratio of students, free learner and
practitioners and lead to continuity and
evolution.

Peer support

Educator/Student - rather limited, Predominantly by practitioners
except if allowing outsiders to
participate

Peer assessment

Educator/Student - rather limited There might be a peer assessment, Two types of peer assessment: can be
either unorganized by practitioners or unorganized or as well organized and provided
organized by other students
by practitioners, other students or free learners

Real activities

Educator/Student - rather limited Educator/Student & practitioner - Educator/Student, Free learner & practitioner potential for engagement in real potential for engagement in real activities
activities

Personalized
learning
experience

Educator/Student
- rather Educator/Student & practitioner - Educator/Student, Free learner & practitioner limited / Free learner can potential for personalizing the potential for truly personalized learning
‘consume’ what
they
are learning experience
experiences
personally interested at – might
also be allowed to participate

Informal
learning

Yes, but potentially limited

Use
technologies

Educator/Student, Free learner & practitioner potential for robust support structure

Formal and informal learning - Formal and informal learning - formal learning
formal learning clearly structured
more unstructured

of Limited to available institutional Limited to available tools used by
tools, respectively course’ tools
outside community, though students
can select the outside environment
and therefore indirectly also the type

Large and diverse range of involved tools and
spaces, based "out" at the web as well as across
participating institutions. Likelihood of having
"champ hosts" for different modules that could

of tools.
Speed
innovation
evolution

of Likely rather slow
and

be institutional or existing web communities.

Depending on outside community, Fast, perpetual beta
potentially
faster
than
inside
approach

Speed
learning

of Likely fast

Depending on outside community, Depending on the learner and type of support
potentially slower than inside provided for formally enrolled students. Likely
approach
slower for newbies, but faster for ICT literate
learner

Scope
learning

of Limited, predictable

Enhanced, fairly predictable

Unique Selling •
Transparency of
Points / Key
environments improves quality
features
•
Meets social
responsibility
•

Possibility to attract
higher number of future
students (that might also
match better - "know before
what they buy")

• Real life learning with
resulting higher degree of soft
skills, key and practical skills
• Enhanced employability
chances as a result of the points
above
• Opportunity to meet future
employer

Widest, with guaranteed minimum scope for
formally enrolled students depending on
institutional guidance
•
•

Transparency of environments improves
quality
Meets social responsibility

•

Possibility to attracts higher number of
future students (that might also match better "know before what they buy").

•

Real life learning with resulting higher
degree of soft skills, key and practical skills

•

Enhanced employability chances

•

Opportunity to meet future employer

•

Allows for new HE business models e.g. learning for free as you go, pay for
services (f2f classes, formal assessment,

degrees)
•

Allows for niche courses and
identification of rising stars at lower costs.

Table 2-1: Application scenarios of open educational approaches

3 Hybrid Open Course Cases
The following two cases shall illustrate how hybrid Open Course approaches might be
established within formal educational settings. To develop an educational framework that
brings together a number of hybrid Open Courses and well-established and mature learning
ecosystems, such as the FLOSS one, a basic understanding should be established on how
hybrid Open Courses do work in practice.
3.1

Case 1: CCK08 – Connectivism and Connective Knowledge, University of
Manitoba, CA

3.1.1 Course Facts
Course area: CCK08 - Connectivism and Connective Knowledge
Type of community: Higher education, Certificate in Emerging Technologies for Learning
Principle type of user: Educators, students, general audience
Course Environment: Blogs, Wikis, Moodle, large range of web 2.0 tools and spaces
Website: http://ltc.umanitoba.ca/connectivism
3.1.2 Course Description:
Connectivism and Connective Knowledge is a twelve week course aimed at exploring the
concepts of connectivism and connective knowledge and their application as a framework for
theories of teaching and learning, outlining a connectivist understanding of educational
systems of the future. The course is a fully virtual course with a study load of 8 hours per
week, consisting of asynchronous and synchronous elements. The course is structured in a
formal and traditional way with well-defined activities that consist of:
•

Lectures or equivalent: recorded presentations (1hour), live video sessions (1
hour, e.g. at Elluminate1), Conversations (1 hour, e.g. at UStream2)

•

Readings of papers listed in the course wiki (2 hours)

•

Lab work, e.g. discussion at forums (2 hours)

•

Assignments and outputs such as blog posts, papers, etc (1 hour)

CCK08 is open for both, formally enrolled students as well as free learners, with app. 2200
participants taking the course as a free learner and app. 25 taking it for credits.
The course follows 4 key principles:

1
2

•

Diversity – Students are supposed to engage at diverse readings, environments
or discussions

•

Autonomy – Students are supposed to chart their own course, select their own
software and pursue their own learning

•

Interaction / connectedness – The knowledge of the course was seen to emerge
as a result of the interactions between students and educators

Link: http://www.elluminate.com
Link: http://www.ustream.tv

•

Openness – the course is truly open and all participants, whether formally
enrolled or not, are seen to be alike

As summarized by Downes3 the course was designed to operate in a distributed environment.
This is to say that the course did not use one single central platform or technology only, but
made use of a range of them. Formally course environment components included:
•

a wiki, in which the course outline and major links were provided

•

a blog, in which course announcements and updates were made

•

a Moodle installation, in which threaded discussions were held

•

an Elluminate environment, in which synchronous discussions were held

•

an aggregator and newsletter, in which student contributions were collected and
distributed

In addition to this students were encouraged to create their own course components, which
would be linked to the course structure. Students contributed to the course, amongst others:
•

three separate Second Life communities, two of which were in Spanish

•

170 individual blogs, on platforms ranging from Blogger to edublogs to
WordPress

•

numerous concept maps and other diagrams

•

Wordle summaries

•

Google groups, including a separate group for registered participants

3.1.3 Course Particularities
Course activities
Course activities included readings, discussions and debates, and the compilation of three
short papers, one concept map and one final project work outcome (an individual reflection
on the course). Students were expected to identify and select from the learning resources
provided by the course team only those ones that were of personal interest to them and that
would support them within the discussions carried out at part of the course.
Involved content
All of the content is available online consisting of a diverse range of initially provided
learning resources such as papers, videocasts, bloggings or presentations. Those learning
resources were then enriched throughout the course through materials brought into the course
by the students, artifacts created by them, or enhanced through the discourse and debates that
have been taken place within the different spaces involved (e.g. blogs, moodle forum, google
groups4, etc.).
Purpose content was used / developed for
The content was aimed at both: allowing self-studying as well as supporting dialogues,
discussions and debates.
Involved stakeholders
3
4

Source: http://halfanhour.blogspot.com/2009/02/access2oer-cck08-solution.html
Source: http://groups.google.ca/group/connectivism

In retro-perspective Downes identified six different types of groups that participated at the
course5 in addition to the course team, namely:
1) For-credit learners, which have participated in forums, blogs, and through emails with
instructors
2) Actively engaged in conversation participants: those that are highly engaged in
conversations in Moodle, often digging down into nuanced considerations of subject
matter. Those participants were not only engaging with materials initially provided,
but also presenting their own views and frameworks of sensemaking.
3) Actively engaged with course content participants - these are participants who are not
engaged in the conversation, but who are reading The Daily6 and provide fairly
comprehensive weekly summaries.
4) Other modality participants - these participants are reading course literature, but are
not active in the main forums. Discussions may be occurring in their preferred
language, in Second Life, listservs, or other modes.
5) Peripheral participants - periodically posting in Moodle or blogs and that subscribed to
The Daily. Those ones might follow blogs/postings, but are not directly engaged with
others. As noted by Downes, it is difficult to determine the degree of the engagement
of this group with course material as they are not posting reactions or comments. Their
continued subscription to The Daily has been taken as an indicator that suggests that
this group is still actively participating.
6) Disinterested/discontinued learners. For what ever reason, these are participants who
signed up, but have since discontinued the course.
Inclusivity
Access
All materials are available online, including students learning outcomes and ongoing
dialogues.
Contribution
CCK08 allowed a great deal of students’ contribution to the course with only the initial course
structure, timetable, and assignments being a given number. Students were able to contribute
to the learning resources involved, with discourse and dialogue being an important course
element and a learning resource themselves. Given the number of participants and the
assignments CCK08 potentially created a large number of new learning resources in the form
of completed student assignments, discourse and dialogue, or new resources brought into the
course by them. As it appears nevertheless most of the completed student assignments are
rather invisible and scattered at the web, which is also partly true for discourse and dialogue,
or learning resources brought into the course. A main tool used by the course participants to
identify those sources was reported to be the daily newsletter aggregating and distributing
course content and that served as their lifeline.
Student roles
Student roles were manifold and include as well the traditional role of the learner as also peer
activities. Downes noted that “by combining participants from a wide range of skill sets,
5
6

Source: http://ltc.umanitoba.ca/connectivism/?p=152
Link: http://connect.downes.ca/thedaily.htm

people were able to - and did - help each other out. This ranged from people answering
questions and providing examples in the discussion areas, to people commenting on and
supporting each others' blogs, to those with more skills setting up resources and facilities,
such as the translations and Second Life discussion areas.”7
Use of prior learning
Learning activities and outcomes are available for future learners within the different involved
environments used throughout the course and are also potentially identifiable through e.g.
archives8. Therefore they are of a possible use for future cohorts of students, though in
practice this might turn to be difficult since all of those sources could be too difficult to find
for future students, in particular with regards to supporting them on their weekly assignments
or tasks, or to easily see and understand what earlier cohorts of students did, to learn form and
to build on this. Learning activities and outcomes of current students apparently are not
expected to become an integrated part of the overall course, and as it appears it likely would
require a significant work from the course team to re-integrate those sources into a future
version of the course themselves. It is also less likely that future cohorts of students would be
helped or supported by earlier cohorts of students, or pointed by them to relevant sources,
since each edition of the course has a fixed start and end date resulting in a 100% community
turnover.
Connection to further content
The different types of learning resources are highly interrelated and connected to each other
e.g. through participants’ tagging and a RSS aggregator.
Involves peer-review
The course contains a large degree of peer activities, including peer reviews, with students
being expected to engage in debates and discussions.
Learner assessment
Formal assessment was part of the course for formally enrolled students, which were expected
to submit assignments for grading and received course credit based on this. Besides the
students enrolled at University of Manitoba, one student from another country was also
assessed and graded by the own institution. Assignment descriptions were publicly available
and the assessment metric distributed, so other institutions could know everything needed in
order to provide evaluation and feedback.
Though peer reviewing was part of the participants’ activities, it apparently has not been used
for students’ assessments.
Existent support system
Support is provided as well by the course team as by the course participants. A frequent
problem within semester based closed approaches, with regards to community support
provision, usually consist in the small number of potential support provider and the
comparatively heterogeneous set of students skills that further limit the chance of a larger
number of ‘domain experts’ that would qualify for support provision. Due to the open nature,
large number of initial participants (app. 2200) and heterogeneous set of participants’ skills
CCK08 however could bypass those limitations to a certain degree. Certain degree in this
respect means, that albeit a type of community support system could be established for the
7
8

Source: http://halfanhour.blogspot.com/2009/02/access2oer-cck08-solution.html
Link: http://connect.downes.ca/cgi-bin/archive.cgi?page=thedaily.htm

present CCK08 course, there is no guarantee that this would be replicable for future versions
of this course, but more importantly, future versions of this course would not be able to truly
benefit from the support provided by last years’ participants since those left the course,
therefore likely would not be available for e.g. follow up questions or clarifications. In
addition to this no conditions have been established at which the preserved discourse clearly
relates to the things produced, such as the assignments, that would enable future cohorts of
students to easily re-experience what others did and build on it.
3.1.4 Comparison against the FLOSS Case
Analogue to FLOSS, the course CCK08 is freely available and open to anyone to join; it
makes use of a range of web 2.0 tools and spaces, both pre-outlined and designed by the
course team as well as those ones brought in by the participants. The CCK08 course consists
of a range of spaces including a central course environment plus numerous external spaces
that students set up as part of their collaborations. This actually is very close to FLOSS as a
learning environment. Looking at the CCK08 case one can see, analogue to the FLOSS case,
a large number of volunteering participants that contribute with their different sets of skills
and to the overall course development through the creation of e.g. spaces9 or content10. In
FLOSS participants voluntarily decide which role(s) they play or which responsibilities to
take on. This equally could be seen in CCK08 with participants taking on roles such as
information broker or to leverage knowledge amongst language domains11. A further
similarity is that students also started to self-organize their activities in their own spaces of
choice, acted as domain experts, or became teachers to others.
As is the case in FLOSS, or the web at large, the number of active participants was also
significantly lower than the number of those that observed (the so called lurkers), providing
the typical pyramid or onion type community structure. The large number of participants
moreover allowed establishing a community support system, therefore bypassing to some
degree the challenge of semester based structures and resulting small group of potential
support provider. Since participants possessed a very heterogeneous set of skills it was further
possible to draw on support provided by domain experts, as is the case for the FLOSS support
system.
The course outline states12 that discussion around readings and the short presentations
provided forms the central part of the learning experience, which – in combination with selfstudying – is also one of the core elements of learning in FLOSS. Students’ learning processes
and outcomes are visible13 and potentially could become a part of the course itself therefore
serving as learning resources for future students. One of the courses objectives was that the
knowledge of the course should emerge as a result of the interactions between students and
educators. Given the type of artifacts produced throughout the course, it may be assumed that
this objective has been met. It remains to be seen however if the knowledge and artifacts
created will be of a value and use for future cohorts of students, for the reasons as following
outlined. As it appears most of the completed student assignments are rather invisible with
E.g. http://www.facebook.com/topic.php?uid=31924181180&topic=7765
E.g. http://www.flickr.com/photos/tags/cck08
11
E.g. Spanish participants translated key materials for their own use, see also:
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Second%20Spain/225/74/24/?title=Connectivitas&msg=Una%20vez%20que
%20llegues%2C%20camina%20hacia%20los%20sillones%20que%20ver%E1s%20a%20la%20derecha.
%20Once%20you%20land%2C%20walk%20to%20the%20couches%20on%20your%20right
12
Source: http://ltc.umanitoba.ca/wiki/Connectivism#Course_Links
13
As can be seen e.g. at http://ltc.umanitoba.ca/moodle/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=850
9
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students’ contributions overall being far scattered at the web and not systematically embedded
within the overall course. Albeit FLOSS as a learning environment consist of equally diverse
and far-scattered spaces they are often relatively ‘easy to spot’ since each open source project
has one main development and community space with the relating components, such as
modules, add-ons, etc., usually easily detectible as they can be located through for example
associated directories or forges. Those directories or forges are frequently integrated within
the respective open source project in a relative structured way, but also can be spotted through
less structured sources such as for example lists compiled by individual members. that are
placed at well known knowledge bases (e.g. forums or wikis). The Mozilla, Joomla, Moodle
or osCommerce14 open source projects are examples for a very structured approach, with the
provided directories even allowing for user ratings or commenting. In the case of CCK08 an
overview of the involved spaces15 is equally provided that might allow future students to build
upon earlier students’ achievements. One significant difference here might be seen in the fact
that in FLOSS there is a goal to be pursued that leads to a final outcome, with all of the
surrounding activities being related to this final outcome – and organizational structures that
support all of this and enable others to re-experience what has been done and why. In FLOSS
the overall objective is to develop or advance a software solution, the product, with all
interactions emerging from this, be it related to the development of the core software product,
be it the development of components enhancing the product, or be it related to learning on
how to use it. This is to say that as well the main product, as the sub-products, have a clear
function, description, development map, associated discussion spaces – and so on – with all of
those spaces relatively conveniently to be identified, and within a context that can be
understood. The CCK08 course on the other hand appears not to be designed in a way that
individual students’ contributions would become a structured part of ‘something’, an element
or learning resource of the course, so that those contributions would enrich the course and its
content further year by year. Though participants of CCK08 broke out into groups, created
their own learning spaces and carried out individual or collaborative learning activities, the
course did not provide a central space for those contributions and artifacts to be displayed or
presented in an integrative way.
One characteristic of FLOSS is that it allows benefiting and learning from what others did, the
artifacts created or things experienced. This is, on the one hand, achieved through the fact that
learning processes are made visible (e.g. at forum posts), through commented code, or other
types of guidelines compiled by the community. But it is also facilitated through modular
structures that – in an educational context – might be translated to smaller sub-projects that
are executed by the participants, which could form an integral part of the overall course and
allow others to learn from those sub-projects. This is not much different from classroom based
lectures at which students would work on a number of different projects, individually or
within groups, with the outcomes of those projects being presented to the class at large. In the
virtual space however, all the communications and collaborations that lead to a project
outcome are preserved and therefore have the potential to serve as a learning resource itself,
as it is the case in FLOSS. Downes notes that “the design of the course - as a distributed
connectivist-model course - created a structure in which the course contents formed a cluster
of resources around a subject-area, rather than a linear set of materials that all students must
follow, because participants were creating their own materials, in addition to the resources
found and created”16 by the course team. This indicates that the design approach selected by
See also https://addons.mozilla.org, http://extensions.joomla.org, http://moodle.org/mod/data/view.php?id=600
9 or http://addons.oscommerce.com
15
See: http://connect.downes.ca/places.htm
16
Source: http://halfanhour.blogspot.com/2009/02/access2oer-cck08-solution.html
14

the course team should allow a move towards a modular project based course design without
the need of major re-structuring of the overall course, so that course participants would frame
and execute their projects, showcase and present the outcomes, with all of those being
preserved within some type of directories or forges for future course editions.
As earlier mentioned one of the cornerstones of learning in FLOSS, is to ‘enable reexperience’, to ‘learn from what others did’, or ‘collective reflection’ and ‘virtual
experimentation’, ‘re-experience’ and ‘re-use’, with all of those actions taking place around ‘a
given constant’ (e.g. a project to be completed, an articulated problem to be solved, a goal to
be achieved, a product feature to be developed, etc.). Most of the discourse, debates or
discussions of the CCK08 course are very close to the FLOSS case, a significant difference
however is that those activities do not culminate within a ‘solution’, ‘product’, ‘guide’,
‘report’ or other type of ‘concrete outcome’ that would allow future cohorts to take this
outcome as a starting point, with the underlying and recorded discourse, debates and
discussions serving as a second layer to provide further information on the reasoning behind
and ‘development pathway’.
The course CCK08 successfully established a learning community, including a volunteering
community support system. Unlike the FLOSS case however the course did not seek to
maintain this community and to seed it, which in the FLOSS case enables the communities to
build up a transactive group memory (Hemetsberger & Reinhardt 2006). This type of group
memory would allow e.g. that past experiences or solutions are preserved and made available
for future generations, that content and discourse is kept within a context, to benefit from
experienced community members that would provide hints and clarifications whenever
required, that bridge gaps or – more generally - that take on the role of information and
knowledge brokers. Establishing a similar system on a course level, means however to look
for alternatives that provide continuity. FLOSS communities commonly consist of a number
of participants that possess a heterogeneous set of skills, with types of members ranging from
experts to newbies, and engaging at diverse number of different tasks, activities and roles.
CCK08 shows some similarities with all of this: type of participants, their heterogeneous
skills, diversity of tasks, and range of activities carried out and roles assumed. In contrary to
the FLOSS case participants at CCK08 all have the same weekly assignments and outputs to
be produced. Independently of their prior existing knowledge, the skills they bring in to the
course, or personal learning motivations on what they intend to get out of the course they all
need to follow the same learning exercises. The course structure does not – formally – provide
the option to focus at parts of the course only, to establish learning project groups where
individual participants could take on an active ‘lead’ in an area of their personal interest or in
which they are already skilled (e.g. chair a session, lead a project, etc.), yet benefiting at the
same time from the group works of others (presented to them). Even if all of the aspects
above were to be addressed, an open question still would be the ‘ownership’ of spaces
involved, such as the 170 individual blogs, Google discussion groups, or other created spaces.
Without active participation of the owners of such spaces at future course editions, new
cohorts of students would either be required to establish new spaces and re-integrate the
resources from the older ones into those, or seek to acquire the ownership of those initial
spaces. For spaces others than individual blogs this might be achieved, for individual blogs on
the other hand another solution would be needed.
3.1.5 Comparison against Meta-design & SER
Table 3-1 evaluates how the CCK08 case is situated in between traditional course design on

the left end and Meta-design and SER concept on the right end. As can be seen elements from
both, traditional course design and Meta-design/SER can be found within the CCK08 case.

Table 3-2: Traditional vs. Meta-design – Case Study CCK08
The CCK08 course design draws on the traditional concept, but involves the various
stakeholders from a very early moment on and allows them to later on become active codesigner and co-constructors. The CCK08 case appears to be a good example on how Metadesign can be applied in practice. CCK08 provided the same type of content richness as the
FLOSS case and during the course duration the course, its content and the processes have
seen a type of evolutionary growth, which would allow for a continuous improvement of the
course in future years. Or, as Downes described it17, “we began with the course itself – what
we wanted to cover”, “we then added communication tools”, […] “and then the students took
over”. CCK08 might therefore be seen as a practical example of Fischer’s ‘Meta-design’
framework. Albeit much of the content has been pre-selected by the course team, such as
weekly readings and assignments, the course actively asks students to contribute to the course
structure and development providing them with ample of opportunities to become codesigners.
Despite the fact that the course shows a vast evolutionary growth as a result of its seeding, no
actions have been taken to facilitate a ‘re-seeding’ of the course. The created structures
theoretically could support such a re-seeding given that the course shows a high level of
modularity at which different groups work jointly together on their respective tasks towards
achieving a common goal, such as assignments. However, no organizational structures have
been implemented at which the various modules would end up into an overall product and at
which discourse can be clearly related to such production activities at a modular or course
level.
3.1.6 Summary
The case of CCK08 is very close to well-established online learning ecosystems, such as the
FLOSS one, and appears to be a good example for Meta-design and also SER. Through the
17

Source: http://www.slideshare.net/Downes/connectivist-learning-and-the-personal-learning-environment

implementation of organizational structures that would facilitate re-seeding and continuity the
participants’ activities and outputs potentially could become part of future course editions,
allowing future cohorts of students to re-use those as a starting point, to learn from and to
build on, instead of starting from scratch. The clear course structure and outline appeared to
facilitate students’ interactions within such a scattered and diverse environment and the RSS
aggregator, described as a “lifeline” by Downes, further contributed positively to this. The
course also provides hints on funding models that would allow for the self-sustainability of
such type of free and open learning provision, with the opportunity to obtain formal credits or
certificates being at the same time an incentive for individuals to participate. Having
participants with a heterogeneous set of skills, different motivations, and different learning
objectives allowed the course to introduce some type of modularity at which participants
shaped their own learning spaces, organized their works and collaborated with each other.
It remains however unclear what such an adapted organizational framework would look like
that facilitates re-seeding, that allows for re-experience and to draw on prior achievements,
that would establish some type of continuity and assure the availability of a transactive course
memory over time.
To provide opportunities to complete assignments beyond the lectured period, analogue to the
Aristotle case, might add to establishing some type of continuity and to maintain a certain
community size beyond fixed start and end dates.
Overall, the case of CCK08 might be one of the closest one to the FLOSS case, or Metadesign and SER, and provided some evidence on self-sustainable funding models within free
and Open Course scenarios. The case of CCK08 further shows how:
•

networks might be created by bringing together formally enrolled students and
free learners and how those different groups might interact in a semi-structured and
partly self-organized way

•

participants can become active resource creators and contribute to the shaping
of the overall learning environments and contents

•

key and soft skills might be learnt on the fly as part of participants’ learning
activities

•

sustainability might be achieved for Open Course provision

The case does not show however how such networks might be maintained beyond the course
duration and how conditions could be created that:
•

allow re-experience, continuity and evolutionary growth [of learning resources,
spaces and tools, communities involved],

•

establish a transactive group/course memory,

•

keep learning resources (initial ones as well as those leveraged into the course
by the students), artifacts created by students and underlying discourse within a
context and structure that would allow future cohorts of students to re-experience,
build on and improve what others did

•

easily allow for a ‘re-seeding’ and to organize, formalize and generalize the
created knowledge, including structures and processes

The case of CCK08 further shows:
a.

That free learners might opt to not follow the course and fulfil all assignments

as outline at the course syllabus, but instead focus on aspects of their personal interest.
b.
A type of modularity with regard to students’ works at which students work –
alone or in groups – on respective subjects within self-selected or self-created learning
sub-spaces.

3.2

Case 2: ISE course Introduction to Software Engineering at Aristotle
University, GR

3.2.1 Course Facts
Course area: Software engineering
Type of community: Higher education, FLOSS
Principle type of user: Students, FLOSS communities
Course Environment: FLOSS environments
Website: http://www.netgeners.net
3.2.2 Introduction
Since the academic year 2005/2006 the 5th semester course ‘Introduction in Software
Engineering’ (ISE) at Aristotle University of Thessaloniki applies a ‘outside approach’ at
which students are given first an initial in-class introduction and are then subsequently sent
out into FLOSS communities to engage within real life open source projects. The duration of
the ISE course is 12, 5 weeks and has an average student number of 150 with one of the
students’ assignments being to participate at a FLOSS project or – in former years – a
proprietary software exercise. In the case selected, the assignment counts for 40% of the total
grade. Also, students can work on their assignments beyond the 12,5 weeks of the official
lecturing period and submit it at a later time at 3 pre-defined dates per year – by the end of the
course in February, or alternatively in June and September.
At the year 2005/2006 15 students volunteered for the FLOSS assignment with the objective
of testing FLOSS and to identify bugs. In the second academic year of the course
(2006/2007), which had 24 students opting for a FLOSS assignment, the framework remained
the same with the main difference being that students now had two options: to test FLOSS or
to develop FLOSS. At the third academic year (2007/2008) the framework of conducting the
course was modified, with the only remaining possible assignment option for students being
FLOSS projects, but no proprietary software exercises. Further to this students now had three
options: to test FLOSS, to develop FLOSS, or to write a requirement specification
documentation for a FLOSS project that still had none. For that academic year 55 students
have accomplished their assignment by June 2008.
Based upon those earlier experiences, the lessons learnt of the first two attempts and on the
application scenarios developed on FLOSS type characteristics it was aimed to pilot a ‘hybrid
approach’ for the 2008/2009 course ‘Introduction to software engineering’. Hybrid in this
respect means that on the hand the learning environment used at this course was opened up
for participation of any individual interested at the subject (inviting in), and on the other hand
Aristotle’s software engineering students were – analogue to former years – expected to
engage at students driven small scale learning projects, with each of those learning projects
being associated to an open source project (sending out).

3.2.3 General Design Approach
The design of the course environment18 took as a starting point the Meta-design framework
and Courses as Seeds (SER) process model, considering in addition FLOSS particularities
such as Forges and Modularity. The design approach paid special attention to the three
questions for which no practical guidance is provided through Meta-design and SER, namely:
1. How to allow for a continuity and evolutionary growth of learning resources, spaces
and tools, communities involved (internal and / or external ones), or the transactive
group memory?
2. How to keep learning resources (initial ones as well as those leveraged into the course
by the students), artifacts created by students and underlying discourse within a
context and structure that would allow future cohorts of students to re-experience,
build on and improve what others did?
3. How to easily allow for a ‘re-seeding’ and to organize, formalize and generalize the
created knowledge, including structures and processes?
A FLOSS product commonly consists of the ‘core product’ that can be relatively easy
enhanced by modules, sometimes also known as extensions or add-ons. Since developing a
module is far less complex and demanding than developing entire FLOSS systems it enables
participants with fewer skills, or fewer time, to participate at a lower entry burden (Mockus et
al. 2002, Stürmer 2005). ‘Modularity’ plays not only an important role to reduce complexity
or to lower the entrance burden, but additionally helps to provide a certain structure, to
conveniently identify what one is looking for, or to find prior discourse that e.g. relates to a
single module, be it through individual’s own search actions be it by being pointed to those
sources by other community members. Much of the ongoing discourse in FLOSS clearly
relates to e.g. ‘a product to be developed’, ‘a task to be fulfilled’, or ‘a solution to be found
for a problem’, with all of those interactions being embedded within the respective FLOSS
ecosystem and being kept in a context due to a combination of technological solutions in
place and individuals acting as knowledge and information broker.
Analogue to modularity in FLOSS, the course design introduced the concept of students
driven learning projects that are manageable within the given timeframe, at which students
would work on individually or as a group. This means that students would be expected to
produce a concrete outcomes that then would be made available by them, with the articulated
objective that other students should be able to benefit from those outcomes, to understand
what has been done and for which reason, or to use the produced outcome as an ‘stand alone’
learning resources. The Meta-design framework (Fischer 2007) for example highlights as one
of the values of the FLOSS system that patches and small releases are integrated into the next
major software release, one of the aspects the course design approach aimed to exactly
address this through the concept of students driven learning projects that need to produce
clear outcomes that could be further used.
The design approach further aimed at keeping learning resources and artifacts created by
students (outcomes) within a context to the underlying discourse by introducing a forge /
directory type learning environment that would allow students to register their learning
projects, to provide some key information on what they are about, and then link to the
associated collaboration and communication spaces used by them, such as wikis, forums,
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chats, or blogs.

Image 3-1: Open Course Scenario: Modular & Forge Style
Applying the concept of learning projects within such a forge / directory type environment
aimed to serve as a bridge, analogue to the FLOSS case, between the instructional and
learning resources provided by the course team (‘static’ content) on the one hand and
assignments, discourse and artifacts created by the students on the other hand. Such an
approach did not aim to provide the learner with a finished set of expert developed ‘static’
content to be consumed only, but instead expects the learner to actively embed the artifacts
they create within the course environment and to link to external sources and spaces involved.
3.2.4 Specific Design Outline
Albeit having sent out students to engage at and to learn within real FLOSS project
communities for already some semester, the ISE course itself could be seen as a relative
traditional one; with all of the course environments being closed to the outside world. Such
closed structures did not only prevent that ISE students could engage and collaborate within
the course environment in a ‘semi-structured’ way with peers from fellow universities or the
wider world, but also that the ISE course learning resources might be improved or enhanced
through external sources that are brought in by the different stakeholders. The ISE course
team has been aware that the artifacts students create as part of their project work, or their
individual experiences and tips, often became a part of the ‘informal course learning
materials’ and being passed on to future semesters amongst students. The drawback of such an
informal exchange nonetheless is that it puts the burden on the next cohort of students to
discover those and to collect them one by one, or even worse that those artifacts, experiences
and information are lost. A further drawback is that much of the students’ interactions within
the respective FLOSS projects and the artifacts created are disconnected from the course itself
and do not become a part of it. For this reason and with the motivation of providing a space
were students could meet with peers a public course space was established. The environment
provided a basic ‘on-board’ set of communication and collaboration tools including a blog
space, chats, forum or a wiki a personal profile, and most notably the learning project
directory. Since the ISE course used a project based approach, with students carrying out

individual projects, the course approach matched well with the concept of ‘learning projects’,
with students being expected to register their individual projects within the learning project
directory, to provide a small summary what it is about, and to link to a space at which they
would publish a report about their project that would include a summary of their activities, the
workplan they developed to carry out their project (e.g. selection criteria, list of your
activities) and the results of their project.
Students were expected to carry out their projects within one of the following areas (Image 31): to test FLOSS, to develop FLOSS, or to write a requirement specification documentation
for a FLOSS project that still had none.

Image 3-2: ISE course space
The course team also prepared a set of introduction and instructional materials (Image 3-2),
both in Greek and in English language, and uploaded those as well to the online course
environment as to public spaces such as Slideshare.

Image 3-3: ISE guide for requirement analysis projects
Besides the potential benefits that such a hybrid learning environment provides the course
team was aware that the initial cohort of students for the year 2008/2009 won’t be able to gain
from earlier students’ works, since those were not available to the course team, and therefore
other means were looked for so students would find the new course space of an added value.
However, at this stage, the course team decided to not make the use of the new course space
mandatory and leaving students the free choice of using it – or not. Despite a clear outline on
the type of students’ activities the course team would like students to pursue at the new
environment, at the end the decision was left to them and in no way related to students’
assessment or grading. Instead the course team aimed at providing an added value of this
course space by organizing for example regular chats, to assure prompt responses to online
forum posts, or to make available and upload instructional and supporting materials. The
course team further aimed to encourage past year students, which already worked and
accomplished their assignments, to participate within this environment and to offer their help
to the current students. Such help, as we observed by the course team to happen frequently on
campus and therefore they hoped to be able to take part of this discussion online. Despite
having this new environment in place the course team initially offered to interact with the
students in parallel through the earlier established communication channels, notably e-mail
exchange.
3.2.5 Course Summary
First and foremost it might be noted that this pilot, as well as the ISE course itself, was
affected through the sad events of the 2008 / 2009 Greek riots, with lectures being suspended
for a number of weeks. Therefore the opportunity to work with students has been much less
than would have been normally the case, affecting the course itself as well as the piloted
virtual component.
Since the start of the ISE course and until May 2009 there have been 46 registrations at the
course space on a total out of which 37 have been from students of the ISE course.
The ISE course team had some concerns with regards to the website, with not putting an
additional time burden on students and not to make the course appearing even more difficult
to them. For this reason they decided to introduce the course environment to the students as a
parallel informal site at which students could exchange information and knowledge, with the
registration of individual learning projects being encouraged but not mandatory. Within the
first weeks students requested the implementation of RSS functions that would provide
information on changes of running or registration of new learning projects, new or changed
wiki pages, or new forum posts – with all of those being subsequently implemented by the
course team. Besides general instructional materials the course team further added some
homework from last years’ students19, relevant literature or guidelines to the course repository
to provide students with some additional materials to add an extra value to the course
environment. The course team further asked for the support of an undergraduate student
currently writing the thesis to launch a first sample learning project to provide ISE students
with a show case on how a learning project might look like. It was hoped that this might be of
help for ISE students and serves as a guide on what they were expected to do. Apart from this
sample project another 5 projects were registered by ISE students, providing some type of
information, though none of them provided the detail of information as has been asked within
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the course environment introduction materials (Image 3-3), nor did they provide details on the
work they have been carried out or their final results.

Image 3-4: Expected outcomes of students’ project works
The types of information provided by the students within the learning projects registered at
the course page were:
Learning project: Vdrift
•

Short introduction on what the project itself is about

•

Link to open source project main page & forum

Learning project: RetroShare: secure communications with friends
•

Short introduction on what the project itself is about

•

Link to open source project main page

Learning project: BlueWriter - Java Word Processor
•
•
•

Short introduction on what the project itself is about
A summary on the personal experiences on the work, and suggestions for
future students
Link to open source project main page

Learning project: taxi dispatcher
•

Link to open source project main page

Learning project: eBook Library
•

Link to open source project main page

As can be seen the scope of the information provided was far below the scope that they have
been asked to provide within the course instructions, with the most valuable information
provided being perhaps the personal experiences of one of the students (Learning Project Blue
Writer). Similarly, students preferred communicating with the course team by the means of e-

mail exchange, as they have done traditionally, instead of using the opportunity of attending
the weekly chats or the forum. Eight weeks through the course the course team decided
however to inform students that from this day on questions would be answered only if posted
to the forum, but not any longer by e-mail. As a response to the apparently absent value of
using the chat and to provide an extra value, the course team promoted the ISE course within
the open source field and aimed at organizing some virtual sessions with open source
practitioners and students and therefore supporting the students’ way into the ‘open source
world’. The results of those promotions were twofold: on the one side similar educational
approaches could be discovered, such as the Mozilla education project20, and on the other
hand a number of project leads of smaller open source projects expressed their interest in
‘taking in’ students and to mentor their work. One of those project leads immediately
registered at the course page to register his project as a ‘learning project’ with another one
asking for having his project and the mentoring opportunity posted at the course side. As a
result of this request the course team decided to introduce a new criteria for the ‘learning
projects’ and to distinguish between those projects that were registered and carried out by
students and those that were registered by open source practitioners that were offering
mentorship to students (Image 3-4).

Image 3-5: New criteria on learning projects allowing practitioners to offer mentoring
On a total 4 learning projects were registered by practitioners that were offering mentorship to
students, namely:
•

osCMall

•

CSQL project

•

RetroMessenger

•

Dooble Secure Web Browser

As initially mentioned, due to the Greek riots happening by the time of this course and the
resulting suspended lectures, the course team faced serious challenges on lecturing the course
with many of the planned actions and activities never having taken place in practice – such as
the envisaged live sessions together with practitioners from open source projects.
Nonetheless, the course team still decided to – at the very least – discus the approach
developed for this course with practitioners from open source projects that were engaged at
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similar attempts. It was hoped to learn about their point of view on the developed course
approach and underlying model, to identify strength and weaknesses of those, or to reflect on
similarities or differences to their approaches and models.
3.2.6 Course Findings
This section will present the experiences gained throughout the course building on two
sources of feedback gathered:
•

Students’ feedback

•

Experiences from the course team

3.2.6.1 Students’ Feedback
As shown at Table 3-2, 26 out of the 38 students that responded to the survey have actually
visited the course environment. Given that at least 30 students registered at the website prior
to the survey it can be expected that not all of the students’ responded to it. Six out of those
students that explored the course environment were not comfortable with the fact that much of
the information was provided in English, with the remaining 20 being comfortable with it.
Selected students' responses from survey (n=38)
Explored the course environment
Comfortable with materials provided in English within the course
environment

Number
26
(Yes) 20
(No) 6

Tried to explore what others did

16

Willing to help future ISE students (in some way)

25

Willing to provide some type of mentorship for future ISE
students

16

Willing to make their works available at the course site,
e.g. A summary/presentation of their assignments

23

Table 3-3: Selected students’ responses
The feedback gathered from students has shown that there is room for improvement with
regards to the design of the course environment and proper explanation of what is expected
from the students. The students’ responses show that the space was understood as being of a
supportive nature at which they could find some relevant information or discuss with the
course team and peers.
“I visited [the site] and in a glance I realized that it was just a forum for exchanging
ideas and mainly for sending questions, for these reasons i didn't bother more.”
What has not become clear to the students however was that the students were expected to
register their individual projects within the learning project directory, to provide a small
summary about their project and what it is about, and to link to a space at which they would
publish a report about their projects. The reason for this has been twofold; firstly the
introduction of the course environment to the students did not provide a clear indication on

this aspect and secondly the information provided within the course environment has not been
clear enough. Some of the students highlighted that the subsequent launch of learning projects
throughout the course duration helped them to develop an understanding on the concept of
learning projects and as one student put it:
“I believe that a system such NetGeners can help new students for the SE course to
come in contact with more experienced colleagues for an assignment, where more or
less, guidance is needed. If I knew its existence (or it existed when I went to the
lectures) I would have definitely used it and I am planning to suggest it to people that
I know and they have to give their assignment. If it provides information about the
projects (sites, links in students activities, code they uploaded, bug reports and
responses), and maybe previous presentations than I believe it provides useful
information”.
This believe that has been expressed by the student matches very well with the ‘things’
students would like to see within such a course environment as the piloted one.
Initially I didn't believe that this could help me, but when I accomplished my
assignment I realized that it would be very helpful if we all have uploaded our
projects.”
The student’s statement corresponds well to the general students’ response on the value prior
students’ works and experiences would provide to them and that they believe they would be
able to learn from those and build on them. The students’ responses overall show that an
improved version of the course environment would meet students’ needs and could be of an
added value to them and support their learning process.
The results of the survey indicate that the reason students were not using the environment in
the way it was expected, or not at all, have been due to the misleading introduction through
the course team, a missing clear design of the course environment and perceived low added
value at the beginning of the course. Being asked if they tried to look at the learning projects
from others and to learn from them one student noted that:
“… the bad thing is that it [registration of learning projects] now started and while I
would have liked to discuss with other students doing something similar it wasn't
possible because it [the course environment] had few users”
As earlier described, one of the objectives has been to bring the students’ projects online and
to make them visible so that a dialogue could emerge around those projects, with the resulting
projects and dialogues being preserved as a learning resource for future students.
“I already had support from previous years’ students, which told me what the points
were that I should be more careful off during the writing of the requirements document
and they showed me their assignments in order to have something in mind”
The students’ responses re-confirm that such an approach could indeed support future cohorts
of students within their learning process by drawing on the work of earlier students and
additionally would assure that all students have an equal access to those resources that they
currently have to organize themselves as can be seen at the quote above. The students’ overall
responses – as a matter of fact – show that their expectations on such a course environment
are almost identical to the objectives of the course design, namely to provide:
•

Guidance: to re-experience or build on the things others did
o To see the completed project works from others, what they have done, how

they have done it and what they have experienced – this is close to the learning
project concept
o A market place and directory with detailed information of open source projects
that are looking for students, including a description on the project and tasks
that could be taken on by them, and experiences of earlier students gathered
with the respective project and what those students have done – this is close to
the directory concept
•

Support: to establish an open learning community and space
o To get in contact with other students, the course team and people experienced
in open source software development
o The option to work together in groups on a project and preferably assistance
through open source practitioners.
o Online lectures

•

Access to a large pool of relevant information
o Literature and tutorials
o Past exams and assignments, including solutions
o Manuals and guides on how to complete the project and things to be
considered by them.

With regards to improved design, structure and ease of use of the course environment the
following aspects could be identified:
•

Improved user interface and structure with one central place for instructions,
instead of a number of them being spread through several sections and spaces.

•

Clear focus, the course environment still included elements from the first
NetGeners.Net trial, which confused students and should therefore be removed.

•

Placement of a number of well elaborated sample learning projects posted
through the course team that would allow students to clearly understand what they
would be expected to do and how to display their learning projects.

•

Facilitated registration process as well for individuals as for the learning
projects

•

More detailed and customized description of open source projects that are
looking for students

With regards to improvements at a course level a clearer introduction through the course team
would be required to assure that written instructional materials and the introduction within the
lectures are congruent. It might also be considered to allow students to form ‘teams’ and to
work together with their classmates on assignments and to establish more close ‘mentorship’
ties with practitioners from the open source projects involved.
Albeit the course environment was designed as a more informal learning space the survey
outcomes indicate that a reason for students’ to become active at such an environment is that
such an engagement is considered for their assessment, or conversely, that they did not
provided information on their project since it was not related to their assessment. In
comparison to this attitude of not having registered and showcased their project, since it was

not mandatory, stands their answer at the end of the course; with 23 of them expressing their
general willingness to support future students by making their works available at the course
site. This finding further supports the notion that ex-ante ‘assessment’ is a strong motivational
factor for students in order to participate and become active; meanwhile ex-post ‘the learning
experience and outcome’ plays an equally high role. As shown by the quote above, only at the
end of the course one of the students realized the actual value if all of them would have made
their projects and ongoing works available from the very beginning on. Therefore it might be
suggested to make those activities a mandatory part of the course structure and consider it for
students’ assessment. Strictly speaking, the structured availability of the students’ projects
through the course environment’s directory should even facilitate the students’ assessment as
it provides access in a convenient way to information on their projects and outcomes
produced or their pathway towards achieving those. From this perspective it is no
contradiction if such an informal space would be used to support formal assessment, since
assessment might be limited to the students’ project work, but not necessarily to more
informal dialogues or other roles assumed by them.
3.2.6.2 Experiences from the Course Team
The overall purpose and concept of the NetGeners.Net space and how it shall be used needs to
be better explained to the students, including the provision of sample learning projects that
allow students to easily understand of what they are expected to do. Students should be
encouraged to assign their open source projects to categories in order to allow a structured
view of the students’ selections. Such categorization might comply with the one established
by Sourceforge (image 3-5), which would lead to a tree-view of the projects, almost identical
to the one featured within the current Netgeners.Net learning project directory.

Image 3-6: Sourceforge Tree type structure
In addition to that, a SVN-type functionality might be established so students could upload
the outcomes of their project, such as bug reports, SRS documents, or source code as well as
complementary information on what they have done, how they did it or what they
experienced (image 3-6 and 3-7).

Image 3-7: Sourceforge SVN structure 1
The suggested SVN structure is close to the structure to be currently in place within the
NetGeners.Net directory, with the difference that at Sourceforge all information and files are
placed within the Sourceforge environment, meanwhile the NetGeners.Net approach aimed at
linking to external spaces used for this.

Image 3-8: Sourceforge SVN structure 2
Since the majority of students uses Sourceforge to find a project, another idea was that the
Netgeners.Net space might also establish links to those projects that are listed at Sourceforge

that are looking for help (image 3-8 ‘Project Help Wanted’) and integrate such functionality
within the learning project directory to establish a type of ‘market place’.

Image 3-9: Sourceforge SVN structure 3
Further suggestion on improvements identified by the course team were:
•

Automated information provision through RSS or the use of tags to facilitate
finding the right information and to be updated on changes.

•

To establish the NetGeners.Net space as the only mean for virtual
communication on project related aspects with the AUTH course team. Providing
support through email meant to answer the same type of questions multiple times,
meanwhile a shift to the NetGeners.Net space would allow to build up a body of
knowledge usable for the next students and by the same time helps saving time from
the course team.

•

To assist students in their search of information the forum might be
restructured to feature threads per project type.

•

Mailing lists were also seen as an opportunity to facilitate communication and
to keep the students informed.

To allow for some continuity and enable current learner to benefit from the experiences of
earlier students, the course team considers to provide senior students with the opportunity to
write their thesis about aspects related to learning and working in FLOSS, with those senior
students being further expected to take on mentoring responsibility for a defined number of
current ISE students working on their FLOSS assignments. With this the course design would
implement another key characteristic to be found in FLOSS: knowledge and information
brokering at which more knowledgeable members provide less knowledgeable ones with
knowledge and information that is already available ‘somewhere’, but perhaps difficult to
detect or that needs to be contextualized through those more knowledgeable members.
As a final point the course team highlighted that students would prefer to have all the
information and the materials of the site in Greek. This demand however needs to be
evaluated critically, since the actual question should not be whether students ‘prefer’ Greek
over English, bud if English would ‘prevent students from learning due to language gaps’. It
also should be noted that students could communicate in either Greek or English, with the
course team responding in the language they have been approached at. The NetGeners.Net

user interface, as well as many of the resources provided is however ‘English only’, and in the
case that this would not prevent students from learning it should remain like it to facilitate the
participation of the various other stakeholders that potentially could be reached.
3.2.7 Educators’ & Practitioners’ point of view
A number of consultations with educators and practitioners active in the field have been
carried out in between 2008 and 2009 to reflect with those on the hybrid course design
principle, with the main findings being presented below.
3.2.7.1 Organizational structures / Open Course Design
Learning projects, modularity & directories / SVN type structures
For some educators in computer science education the concept appeared to be overall a
logical move and it has been reported that over the five past years one consistent talking point
at the OSS conferences has been to bundle forces and combining the work of different open
source projects and a type of Sourceforge environment for students' projects sounded
plausible. However, in practice no combined work had started by now, despite individual
works going in the same directions. Jesper Holck, for example, at the Copenhagen Business
School Department of Informatics (Denmark) reported at the OSS 2009 workshop about
positive results with a similar design approach that drew on students’ learning projects and at
which future cohorts of students were asked to draw on and improve the project works from
last year students. Following Holck, “the students certainly learned a lot from having to look
at documentation and source code from last year's students.” It was further reported that “one
long-term ambition [I have] is to create a common CVS repository for some rather big
project, related to an existing organization …, and then each year let the students work on
improving last year's results.” The considered approach was therefore well in line with the
concept of learning projects, modularity and directories / SVN type structures. One of the
differences however was that the stakeholders considered were only formally enrolled
students and practitioners, but no fellow students and educators, or free learners
Alexey Khoroshilov from the Russian Academy of Science, second the experience of Hack
for his course stating that indeed the availability of past years’ students’ works to demonstrate
best practice and common mistakes of students is of an added value for future cohort of
students and allow them to draw on those. Both of the cases indicate that even if no
continuous community had been established that would allow students to get in contact with
more experienced members, the pure availability of last years’ student projects has been of an
added value. From a SER perspective this suggests that the learning project concept, and the
structured availability of such learning projects, does allow for:
o allow re-experience, continuity and evolutionary growth of learning resources,
o keep learning resources initial ones as well as those leveraged into the course
by the students, artifacts created by students within a context and structure that
would allow future cohorts of students to re-experience, build on and improve
what others did
o easily allow for a ‘re-seeding’ and to organize, formalize and generalize the
created knowledge through the learning projects created by the students.
Structured availability in this regards, and in its most simple form, means that the educator

would select as well good as less good examples and to provide future students with those. A
directory / svn type system, which would allow for a more structured approach and provides
rating and commenting functionalities has not been reported to be used by any of the
workshops participants, though it has been considered by the Danish case. The Danish and
Russian case also have not provided any evidence that the SER model could work out in its
entirety, as the cases did not show how to:
o allow re-experience, continuity and evolutionary growth of spaces and tools,
communities involved,
o establish a transactive group memory,
o keep learning resources initial ones as well as those leveraged into the course
by the students, artifacts created by students and underlying discourse within
a context and structure that would allow future cohorts of students to reexperience, build on and improve what others did
o easily allow for a ‘re-seeding’ and to organize, formalize and generalize the
overall created knowledge, including structures and processes?
Further aspects that have been highlighted within the consultations were:
•

2second pitch – the perceived usefulness of a website must become clear
within 2 seconds – else it would not be used.

•

Environment must allow for conversation amongst “equals” – this is inherent
to the web 2.0 and would be expected for such an informal supportive environment.

•

Keep the information simple and avoid duplications – simple and appealing
design, with clear structures and objectives.

•

The tagging idea, as considered by the Aristotle course team, has also been
suggested by Mozilla, and shortly after the 2009 Educamp been implemented.
Analogue to the Aristotle idea, the objective of such tagging is to allow students to
easily identify participation opportunities and tasks that would be suitable for
students’ engagement.

3.2.7.2 Motivational aspects
Students
To motivate students to become active creators has been described by OSS 2009 workshop
participants as a challenge, and as highlighted by a Finish participant “the upgrade by one
mark was not enough to motivate students to become active and produce something”. A
contrary experience from a US business school on the other hand concluded, “the mark was
actually not main motivation for the students to produce something, but the opportunity to
produce something that they see as their own work and can showcase to others”. Within this it
was suggested that perhaps students should actively shape their own learning space, so it
would match their expectations and they see it as 'their' own product. Overall the outcomes of
the workshop supported the notion:
•

That it perhaps should be mandatory that the students would work on their
learning projects within a space such as the NetGeners.Net one, and therefore becomes
a formal course requirement.

•

Of Fischer (2007) that students must be brought in early in the design process
and that the students otherwise might felt misused. To foster students’ motivation to
become active and to take on roles that go beyond the mandatory ones, students
should be enabled to actively shape the course and its spaces.

Educators & Practitioners
There was a general notion at the 2009 Educamp, that hybrid Open Course approaches need
to provide win / win solutions for both of the sides involved – the formal educational side as
well as the virtual community. For the case of Open Source and computer science education it
had been detailed that the interest of both sides must mach, as well as the willingness to
accept and draw on established best practices. Following the team of Mozilla a hybrid Open
Course design therefore would need to map and integrate the methodologies and tools used by
drawing on well established practice, instead of formal education trying to set up a “parallel
universe” itself. In the Open Source case and computer science education this implies that a
hybrid Open Course design would need to incorporate established practices, methodologies
and tools instead of setting up a parallel system. This did not imply the open source projects,
such as Mozilla, intend to dictate formal education on how to design their courses, but rather
that one should build upon best practice.
3.2.7.3 Paradigm breaks
At the 2009 Educamp the team of Mozilla pointed out that “a virtual course will not be one
thing but a pooling resources and attention so that all have visibility of others” and that there
would be the need to grow such hybrid educational spaces by connecting the various
stakeholder groups and therefore to gradually achieve that a “critical mass builds on-line”.
The team however also noted that “being like the community” is a novel way of working for
teachers and therefore requires as well a paradigm shift on how one sees formal education.
3.2.8 Summary
The ISE case shows the importance of drawing on the well established traditional education
principles and provide learner with a clear course structure that details the various course
components to be studied, the learning outcomes to be achieved, assignments and practice
works, or timeframe. Albeit a greater range of content can enhance the course at a later point
the 'core' course should provide all relevant materials and resources required to take the
course. The case and stakeholder consultations also suggest that modularity, learning projects
and their embedment within directories and SVN type systems, might be a mean to ‘enable reexperience’, to allow ‘learning from what others did’, or for ‘collective reflection’ and ‘virtual
experimentation’. For this to happen however it is important to clearly explain to participants
what they are expected to do. The learning project concept expects participants to frame and
execute their projects, to showcase and present their project and to make all outcomes
available. This expectation must be clearly articulated and integrated within the overall course
structure. Participants then must be provided with a guide and examples on how, where, and
when they are expected to present their works. In addition to this and analogue to the CCK08
case it should be made clear to all participants that everyone should be able to benefit and
learn from what each participant has been done, the artifacts created or things experienced.
Participants should be well aware about this to understand why they are supposed to make
their works publicly available and to provide supportive information on them.

In line with this motivational factors, as well extrinsic as intrinsic ones, must be considered.
For formally enrolled students extrinsic motivational factors appear to be more important by
the start of the course and therefore it is suggested that some activities should be made
mandatory, such as:
•

To showcase and present their project and to make all outcomes available
within the learning project directory.

•

To ‘release early’ and to update the information on their learning projects
frequently at the directory.

•

To place all questions and answers through the established channels, such as
forums.

4 Meta-design & Courses as Seeds (SER)
Brown and Adler (2008) describe the importance of social learning and the emergence of
Open Participatory Learning Ecosystems (OPLE) to support social learning styles. Following
their description OPLE consist of lightweight, bottom-up, emergent socio-technical structures
with a shifted focus from the content of a subject to the learning activities and human
interactions around which that content is situated. Within the concept of social learning they
further explain the effectiveness of learning groups, of learners taking on different roles like
e.g. teacher, the importance of not only ‘learning about’ the subject matter but also ‘learning
to be’ a full participant in the field, and how to acquire those skills through practice, plus
gaining soft skills on the fly as part of their learning activities. As an example Brown and
Adler point to FLOSS communities and also Wikipedia, which are showing how the digital
preservation and availability of processes and products enable a new kind of critical reading
that they describe as “almost a new form of literacy – that invites the reader to join in the
consideration of what information is reliable and/or important”.
Equally inspired by the FLOSS case, are the Meta-design conceptual framework (Fischer
2007) and underlying Courses as Seeds process model (de Paula et al. 2001) aimed to support
the design and growing of courses that follow some of the FLOSS principles and that are
based on the notion of the collaborative power of the internet (technical component) and a
general increasing digital literacy of learners and their potential to act as co-designer in a
collaborate manner together with their peers by engaging in personal meaningful tasks (social
component). Meta-design and its underlying courses as seed process model are aimed at
providing practical solutions to the changing educational demands as e.g. outlined by Wiley
(2006). They recognize the need of lifelong learning and the role and value that ICT and the
Internet can add to education. They further recognize that citizens in the information age need
an enlarged set of skills beyond the ones traditionally taught at school, like writing, reading
and mathematics. Those new skills include internet literacy, critical and analytical thinking,
self-learning abilities, to cope with ill structured problems in complex virtual environments
that involve heterogeneous teams (Fischer & Sugimoto 2006).
4.1

Community based vs. Traditional Course Design

Meta-design and Courses as Seeds do not consider the design of courses as a “one-time-off”
activity with updates and revisions taking place only periodically at pre-defined dates. Within
Meta-design and Courses as Seeds the learners’ role is not considered to be the one of a
‘consumer’, but instead to take on an active role as a co-producer with regards to the course
design, development and framing. Learners’ as co-producer and developer actively shape and
develop the course, its environment and the resources further throughout the course and as
part of their learning activities. This is very much in line with the FLOSS case, but in marked
contrast to the traditional notion of course design and the types of stakeholders and the roles
they assume within those traditional course design approaches. FLOSS communities provide
users with various types of learning resources, the ‘common’ ones that also can be found in
traditional educational settings, like manuals, tutorials, or wikis; but also resources that might
not be recognized at first as learning resources or content. Those types of content sources, like
e.g. at mailing lists, forums, blogs or concurrent versioning systems (CVS), help to make
learning processes visible and to avoid answering the same questions over and over again. As
shown in Image 4-1, one common aspect of all of the different types of content is that they are
jointly generated by users and developers and after their generation continuously updated and
improved (Glott et al. 2007).

Image 4-10: FLOSS community places – example Ubuntu project
In the 2008 work of Toru Iiyoshi and M. S. Vijay Kumar on “Opening up education” – a book
dedicated to the emerging field of open education – Lee (in Iiyoshi, T and Vijay Kumar M. S.
2008,page 58) concludes that the “simplistic pigeonholing of tutor and student is about 30
years out of date already, so to see it replicated in IT systems developed this century indicates
a major flaw in the design process—namely a gap between system designers and
practitioners, or more probably highlighting a different target market”. In traditional
educational settings the course design, the development of the virtual learning environments,
the selection of communication and collaboration tools, or the selection of learning resources
is usually the product of few authors with few contributions from people other than authors.
This content is infrequent released and feedback to it is only seldom considered, resulting in a
low degree of updates with no continuous development cycle (González-Barahona et al.
2005a; González-Barahona et al. 2005b). Learning usually does not include the prior learning
outcomes and processes of learners, which are consequently not systematically available and
searchable for future learners as one can see it in FLOSS at for example mailing lists, forums
or within the commented code (Meiszner et al. 2008b). On a reflection on Learning Design
Dalziel (in Iiyoshi, T and Vijay Kumar M. S. 2008, page 376) recognizes that if one “could
share descriptions of educational processes together with advice on the reasons for their
design, then not only could a novice educator benefit from the work of experts, but all
educators could collectively adapt and improve each others’ work, leading to improved
quality overall” and then continues to ask: “Could the collaborative development processes of
open source software be applied to open teaching? Harnessing the collective expertise of the
world’s educators to achieve greater efficiency and improved quality would transform
education as we know it.” Despite considering the FLOSS case as a reference Dalziel
understanding on course design and stakeholders involved mirrors again a traditional point of
view at which the course design and shaping is the solely responsibility of educators. The
production models and the underlying complexity of production is still very different to what
one can observe in FLOSS, or the web at large (Glott et al. 2007, Weller et al. 2008). Image 42 provides an example of the content production approach in traditional educational settings.
As one can see, this approach follows the traditional expert model with complex and welldefined development structures. Students’ learning processes, outcomes and contributions for

example are not considered at this model and students’ involvement appears to be limited to
providing some feedback on the final product.

Image 4-11: Learning resources in traditional education – Expert Production Model
The FLOSS model on the other hand combines expert production with users input, plus
featuring additional user generated contents in various forms, formats and that was built for
various purposes at various times (Scacchi 2002; Hemetsberger 2006). The production of the
software within FLOSS, or at least the core code of it, might be comparable with the expert
production model as shown at Image 4-2, but FLOSS community members at large, and as
illustrated in Image 4-3, are equally valuable contributors that create content ‘on the fly’ due
to their interactions and activities, but also in a more organized way by compiling manuals,
instructions and live demos, or by establishing own sub-projects to extend the core
functionalities of a respective software (Glott et al. 2007, Weller et al. 2008).

Image 4-12: Learning resources in FLOSS at the examples of the Joomla &
osCommerce projects
The Edukalibre project (González-Barahona et al. 2005b) for example suggested that a course
design approach analogue to the FLOSS case potentially adds a value for the creation and
maintenance of educational materials, with those educational materials being located mainly
on the web and are produced by groups of educators coming from different institutions and
being geographically dispersed. Those materials would also be used, commented and
modified by students; with educators and students using tools that enable them to collaborate
in the way FLOSS developers do, making their produced materials publicly available to
enable further collaboration on them with third parties (González-Barahona et al. 2005b).
Unlike traditional course design approaches, models, frameworks the Meta-design framework
and Courses as Seeds process model draws on collaborative course design concepts such as to
be found in FLOSS with the main differences between traditional course design and Metadesign being shown at Table 4-1.

Table 4-4: Traditional design vs. Meta-design (Fischer & Giaccardi, E 2006)
4.2

Meta-design

The Meta-design conceptual framework aims at “defining and creating socio-technical
environments as living entities. It extends existing design methodologies focused on the
development of a system at design time by allowing users to become co-designers at use
time” (Fischer 2007). Meta-design is aimed to support self-directed learners within virtual
learning communities by creating socio-technical environments that support new forms of
collaborative design. The framework pays tribute to the fact that future uses and problems of
socio-technical systems can not be totally anticipated by the design time, must be flexible to
changes during use time and allow for an evolution through changed or identified user needs.
The Meta-design framework pays also attribution to the fact that users are active participants
within a socio-technical environment that bring in their ideas and help shaping and forming
the environment and contribute to it. The Meta-design framework is thus describing relatively
precisely what can be observed in practice within the FLOSS sphere. Following early pilots in
2001 where the team of l3d aimed at applying some FLOSS principles to collaborative
learning environments (Scharff, 2002) it was recognized that “emerging success models, such
as open source software and Wikipedia, have provided evidence of the great potential of
socio-technical environments in which users can be active contributors.” (Fischer, 2007).
“By allowing users to be designers, sociotechnical environments offer the possibility to
achieve the best fit between systems and their ever-changing context of use, problems,
domains, users, and communities of users. They empower users, as owners of a
problem, to engage actively and collaboratively in the continual development of systems
capable of sustaining personally meaningful activities and coping with their emergent
needs. Sociotechnical environments evolve as a result of a flexible and collaborative
development process, which in turn modifies the terms of participation itself in the
production of software.”(Fischer 2007)

Image 4-13: Design time and use time (Fischer 2007)
Meta-design is based on the notion of the collaborative power of the internet (technical
component) and a general increasing digital literacy of users and their potential to act as codesigner in a collaborate manner together with their peers by engaging in personal meaningful
tasks (social component). Some of the key aspects of Meta-design are:
•

Systems should be open to change during use time and involve all stakeholders in the
design process during design time and use time

•

Systems need to be underdesigned at design time (Image 4-5) to allow users (‘owner
of problems’) to create solutions at use time. Some of the fundamental challenges
associated with this are:

•

•

How can we support skilled domain workers to achieve their goals

•

How can we create co-adaptive environments where users change because they
learn and systems change due to the users role as a co-developer and
contributor

•

How can we provide users with opportunities, tools and social reward
mechanisms to extend systems to fit their needs

The seeding, evolutionary growth and reseeding (SER) model to support the appliance
of Meta-design

Meta-design does not assume that each user would or should become an active Meta-designer,
but that users would reside somewhere between those both ends and that some users would
with time gradually advance from the passive consumer to an active designer as shown at
Image 4-6.

Image 4-14: The consumer / designer spectrum (Fischer & Giaccardi, E 2006)
This consumer / designer spectrum follows closely the groupings that can also be found in
FLOSS projects where typically the largest group resides at the passive axis, with vast
decreasing numbers of group participants as higher as the level of activity and skill becomes
(Image 4-7).

Image 4-15: Organizational structure of a typical FLOSS community (Crowston &
Howison 2004; Aberdour 2007)
Following Fischer & Giaccardi (2006) there are several lessons to be learnt from FLOSS,
such as:
•

Making changes must be possible

•

Changes must be technically feasible

•

Benefits must be perceived

•

Environments must support tasks that people engage in

•

Low barriers must exist to share changes

Finding from pilots (Fischer 2007) have shown that even if users do have the opportunity to
become active co-designer and contributors they might opt of not making use of this
opportunity, in particular if this opportunity does not relate to their personally meaningful
problems. Those pilots also indicated that the Meta-design approach seem not to work out if
users are brought into the design process at a late stage, since users might feel misused of
fixing someone’s else problems instead of modelling the system in order to help it fixing their

own problems. General challenges in applying Meta-design in practice (Fischer & Giaccardi
2006) were seen to be:
•

Standardization and improvisation; meanwhile from the industry point of view the
number of user modifications should be as small as possible, Meta-design encourages
a large variety of small user contributions. The reseeding phase of the SER model
addresses this problem and has analogies to the FLOSS system where patches and
small releases are integrated into the next major software release.

•

Consumers are designers; a great amount of new media is designed to see users only
as consumers but not as designers.

•

Enabling co-creation; environments must allow users to become co-designers.

•

Ease of use revisited; “’Ease-of-use’ along with the ‘burden of learning something’ are
often used as arguments for why people will not engage in design. Building systems
that support users to act as designers and not just as consumers is often less successful
than the Meta-designers have hoped for.” (Fischer & Giaccardi 2006)

•

Motivation and rewards; users must be motivated and receive some reward. This need
to be addressed together with a change in culture (as the point above) as has been the
case in FLOSS.

•

New design space of Meta-design; “Meta-design encompasses three levels of design,
meant as a new ‘design space’. These three levels of design can be summarized as: (1)
designing design; (2) designing together; and (3) designing the ‘in-between’. Such
levels of design refer to the field of meanings that the term Meta-design has developed
in the course of its various uses. They correspond, quite evidently, to the anticipatory,
participatory, and socio-technical issues raised by Meta-design, and highlighted in this
chapter. We can think of the design space of Meta-design as a three-fold design space
[Giaccardi, 2003] aimed at integrating the design of (1) a technical infrastructure that
is evolvable, (2) a learning environment and work organization that allows users to
become active contributors, and (3) a socio-technical system in which users can relate
and find motivations and rewards.”(Fischer & Giaccardi 2006) The different levels of
the design space for Meta-design are illustrated at Table 4-2.

Table 4-5: Overview of the design space for Meta-design (Fischer & Giaccardi, E 2006)
4.3

Courses as Seeds

The Courses as Seeds (SER) process model aims to support collaborative learning that makes
use of “community based learning theories with innovative collaborative technologies”. (de
Paula et al. 2001) The model was inspired by the evolutionary and decentralized development
of open systems, as e.g. FLOSS. The SER model sees Courses as Seeds and not as finished
products, which is in sharp contrast to the traditional view where courses are finished
products.
“The seeding, evolutionary growth, and reseeding (SER) model [Fischer & Ostwald,
2002] is an emerging descriptive and prescriptive model for creating software systems
that best fit an emerging and evolving context. In the past, large and complex software
systems were built as complete artifacts through the large efforts of a small number of
people. Instead of attempting to build complete systems, the SER model advocates
building seeds that can evolve over time through the small contributions of a large

number of people. It postulates that systems that evolve over a sustained time span must
continually alternate between periods of planned activity and unplanned evolution, and
periods of deliberate (re)structuring and enhancement. A seed is something that has the
potential to change and grow. In socio-technical environments, seeds need to be
designed and created for the technical as well as the social component of the
environment.” (Fischer 2007)
The SER model assumes that “the traditional paradigm of education is not appropriate for
understanding and learning to resolve the types of open-ended and multidisciplinary problems
that are most pressing to our society. These problems, which typically involve a combination
of social and technological issues, require a different paradigm of education and learning
skills, including self-directed learning, active collaboration, and consideration of multiple
perspectives. Problems of this nature do not have ‘right’ answers, and the knowledge to
understand and resolve them is changing rapidly, thus requiring an ongoing and evolutionary
approach to learning” (de Paula et al. 2001). The model therefore pays contribution to the fact
that educational demands are consequently changing and that students need to be prepared to
become self-responsible learners that are capable to tackle the various problems they have to
face throughout their professional career.
A particular challenge of applying this model lies within the structure of current educational
systems and the cultural attitudes towards education as a consumable good. Current
educational systems are based on pre-designed courses with given and fixed content and are
usually limited to a semester with students (and society) expectations of students being
imparted this pre-defined knowledge, including just the right answers.
The SER model has the objective of:
•

Creating a culture of collective inquiry where

•

Students take an active role in their own learning process that is

•

Embedded in collaborative activities and

•

Supported by innovative technologies

•

With students adapting a mindset that understands that initial plans must not
correspond to final outcomes and that they are

•

Prepared for interpreting unexpected results, and

•

Where discussions and decisions are captured and therefore

•

Become artifacts that help future students in their learning process and

•

Create an environment of current improvement and building upon what others built

By its design the SER model does not aim at structuring classes by a syllabus, but instead by a
framework for “planning and situated action within evolutionary learning process”. (de Paula
et al. 2001) The SER model therefore is close to the way FLOSS communities function
(Hemetsberger & Reinhardt 2004; Hemetsberger & Reinhardt 2006; Hemetsberger 2006).
Another analogy to FLOSS is that the SER model is based on a variety of small (user)
contributions that would become part of the course, instead of few and large (designer)
contributions. This is indeed one of the characteristics that can be found in FLOSS (Stürmer
2005) where many participants are engaged in smaller sub-projects that can be either
integrated into the product (like contributions, modules, plug-ins, extensions), or are of a
supportive nature (like manuals, live demos, how-to guides, translations).

The three components of the SER model are:
•

Seeding – means to lay out the initial structure of the system that is supposed to evolve
later. The system should be designed by designers and instructors to be as complete as
possible, but still remaining open-ended to allow future evolution.

•

Evolutionary Growth – this phase consists of a rather unplanned evolution as a result
of user perceptions, demands and contributions with the seed.

•

Reseeding – once the system has evolved there would be the need to organize,
formalize and generalize the created knowledge, including structures and processes.
This phase might be illustrated with the major release of a new software version that
integrates all of the patches of the prior version, some of the contributions and newly
developed features.

As future users are likely more interested in contextualized content, instead of individual
assignments, the reseeding phase should impose a more general structure on the content that
makes sense to those that did not participate in its creation (Fischer 1998).
As mentioned above the current cultural attitudes and mindsets within educational systems
proof to be – at the minimum – a challenge for the SER model to be applied. The main
differences between the Courses as Seeds model and the courses as finished products model
are shown at Table 4-3.

Table 4-6: Courses as finished products vs. Courses as Seeds (de Paula et al. 2001)
In terms of technology the SER model aims at applying new technologies not to ‘re-create
education as it is’, but to support activities like:
•

Learning discourse and social capital – where courses should not be passive
repositories, but living information and community based learning spaces

•

Building, referring, extending – as opposed to delivering pre-fabricated information.
Users should advance the state of knowledge, collaboratively construct new
knowledge and not only consume current knowledge

•

Formalizing, restructuring, re-using – The contributions to each course become part of
the future course allowing future learners “to go beyond where they could have gone if
they started from scratch” (de Paula et al. 2001).

To reach those objectives courses as seed should be build by the following characteristics:
•

“A growing and evolving information space, driven by course activities

•

Student-initiated contributions indicating personal interests and reflections

•

Rich interaction among all participants, as opposed to strictly between student and
instructor

•

Knowledge building, including extensions to the original seed as well as to new ideas
contributed by participants

•

Discussions and artifacts that can be incorporated into the seed for the next course in a
reseeding process.” (de Paula et al. 2001)
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